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The Preferred
Reading In Most
Ken-Tenn Homes

Be44 Voverage
Of Tht Fulton
TradM Area

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Eighteen

Zeeted—Periaid

Wdhin the past few days our
good friend Robert Lamb has
passed the 30-year mark in his
service with the Postoffice Department. If ever we saw a person who enjoys his work to the
fullest extent of each day, that
man is Robert Lamb. Someday
when he retires from active duty
his life will not only be full with
the many, many useful things he
does around the house, in the
American Legion and in his Sunday School class, but there never
will be a dull moment in his
mind as he recalls the incidents
he has expeLienced with the
Department.

12 Pages

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, November 11, 1949

Gregory Will Recommend
Jack Carter As Postmaster

SENIOR CANDIDATE

Postmaster General Will Use Discretion
In Appointing Carter Acting During
Interim Pending Confirmation

"NuMber

ty-Five

Highway Survey May Change
C ourse of *Traffic Through City
Community Presidents
Announced For 1950

Highway Department Conducting Two-Week
Survey To Check Flow and Density I
oi Motoring Through Fulton

Elections throughout the varAn origin and destination trat- pheum Theatre although it did'
service
Carter entered the
Hon. Noble J. Gregory, Conious communities in Fulton
fie survey, to determine the den- knock the light slightly cock-.
the
of
gressman for the First District shortly after the beginning
completed,
County have been
eyed.)
told the News today that he war and entered the Navy as a
and the following will serve as sity and flow of Fulton traffic is
Results of the survey may re-..
would recommend Jack Car- volunteer. He served for nearly
their respective community Pres- being conducted this week and sult in a re-routing of traffic ore
ter to the Postmaster General to five years and saw combat in
idents in the forth-coming year, next by the Kentucky State Highway 45 going south on 5/F....
fill the position of permanent the South Pacifie and was in
the Farm Bureau announces:
Highway Department. The sur- If the survey shows that consid—
postmaster at Fulton, Ky. Mr. many of the major battles of that
• • • • • • •
Western, Raymond King; Cayvey will cover all phases of trafVincenthe
Carter, who headed the eligible campaign. He was on
ce, Clint Workman; Brownscille,
to
anoint-nut
According
Pacific
list recently released by the Civil nes when it was sunk in
Truman Benthal; Crutchfield, O. fic leading into and out of Ful- statements made by residents
in
Commission was the No. 1 pref- waters. He was discharged
ton
is
and
with
being
view
done
a
Sylvan
G.
Shade,
Lucian
Howell;
in the area where the HighWay
ANN McDADE
erence by virtue of his grade and 1945 with the rank of lieutenant
Isbell; Hickman, Ples Fields, and toward relieving the hazards at Department has made surveys
his veteran's preference points. senior grade.
Popular Ann McDade, daugh- Palestine, Homer Weatherspoon. both the Lake Street Extension the proposed re-routing would
Others on the eligible list .Carter is married to the form- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McA successor to County Presitake traffic off of 45 at Use
were, Clifford Shields, number er Jane Dallas and they have one Dade who has been selected by dent Roy Bard will be elected by underpass and the Reed street
curve just below Bob White's
sun, Jack Carter, Jr.
two and Hendon Wright,
the Senior Class as their candi- the group at the annual meeting crossing.
residence, would continue In
Mr. Gregory, visited the NOWN
date for selection as queen of the in January.
One time Robert sat down and
According to John R. Pulliam, a southwesterly direction along
at press time. on Thursday said
Carnival. (Story
r
Junior-Senio
a member of the Highway De- I one side of the ball park and
ttaid us some of the funny things I
that after his recommendation, it
on school page).
that happened. He recalled that
Planning Division through the Fairgrounds, overpartment's
would become the discretion of
size the I.C.R.R, and effect is
he opened a rural mail box one I
who is here to supervise the surthe Postmaster General to make
Mimi with U.S. 51 at or near
WATER VALLEY
day and to his surprise he found I
vey, State Highway officials are
Carter acting postmaster during
Odell Puckett, Cur.
's curve at the Fairvie v
seeking to relieve delay and
, I the interim period pending his
—701The Fulton City Council has
danger occasoned by truckers n cemetery_
confirmation by the Senate.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hayden
offered to put up one-third of
the Reed Street crossing, as well
Popular Bill Browning, who the cost of the purchase of dec- of St. Louis spent the weekend
as to do away with indecision as erable inconvenience is being.
has been temporary postmaster at orations for Fulton city streets, with their daughter, Mr. and
to the height of the underpass witnessew by motorists, a byFulton since the death of Bailey not to exceed $500, provided the Mrs. Buster Bradley and Jerry.
'WHAT! NOT READY?
on Lake street crossing. (On pass is proposed to re-route traflluddleston said that he would balance of the $1500 to $2000 can
someMrs. Effie Hicks suffered a
was
Council
City
The
of this week a large fic through the city. According
relinquish his duties as soon as be raised by local merchants and broken hip from a fall in the what startled last Monday eve- Wednesday
truck barely missed destroying to experts, the re-routing will ha
word is received from the Post- Civic clubs, it was disclosed at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
an
of
representative
a
when
ning
the stoplight in front of the Or- some way hinder the $1,000,006
master General. Mr. Browning, the City Council meeting last
S. E. Tarpley is on the sick engineering firm and two reptourist business enjoyed by local
has made a good record during Monday, when a delegation of list this week.
resentatives of a bond-marketfirms.
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
WITH
week
the
his term of office.
spent
following
with
The
it
on
descended
ing firm
YMBC members consisting of
A. V. Thompson, chief of the
Mr. Carter is at present princi- Joe Hall, Gene Hoodenpyle and end at their cabin on Kentucky their sleeves all rolled up and
B. R. Samuels of Bardwell is survey and crew working in and
pal of the elementary school at Harley Neal appeared to discuss Lake: Mr. and Mrs. Charley ready to start installation of gas now connected with the Health around the city said that before
Martin, Tenn., and prior to that the subject.
Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. mains and selling bonds, right Department, according to an a final report is made more than
time was assistant coach and
Mr. and Mrs. now.
and
Bradley
announcement from the office 5000 motorists will have been inas
itself
expressed
Council
The
teacher of mathematics in Junior
Charles Wilson.
The premature appearance of this morning. Mr. Samuels will terviewed to determine the oriproject,
the
of
favor
in
being
High School here.
McAlister and Mrs. the representatives was due to a work in Fulton, Hickman, Bal- gin and destination of traffic
C.
J.
Mrs.
provided that such wiring and
Harold Puckett have purchased misunderstanding about the stat- lard and Carlisle counties.
through Fulton. The survey is
lights as may be purchased will
the cafe from Mrs. Clifford Ste- us of Fulton's proposed gas systea
His duties will be with the conducted from 6 a.m.
become the property of the Cit3'
now open for tem, which is notyet at the stage Dairy and Food Handlers de- at night, periods when tbe trafare
They
phens.
and may be properly stored in
business.
fic is heaviest
to go into such details. Howev- partment.
the warehouse after the Yuletide
Mrs. Bessie Owen is at the er, things are moving right along
season for future use.
home of her daughter, Mrs. Leon now, and the men were dismissThe YMBC delegation was in- Charlton. Mrs. Owen suffered a
ed with the suggestion that they
Saturday and Sunday, Novem- structed to proceed with its
heart attack early in the *eek.
would be invited back shortli.:
ROBERT LAMB
ber 12 and 13 will be rough days campaign for raising the balance
Mrs. Mack Dunn from
and
Mr.
a live chicken, all Properly wrap- for 100 turkeys ordered to partici- of the money, prepare plans for
have mover, to their
Arkansas
FINED? TNATS
ped with the head And feelj Rive! in the annual Lion's Club location and style of decorations
newly purchased home, tbe Will
stick.og out of the paeltage -an!!" n''ritey Shoot. Russell Pitchford, and meet again with the Council Yates place. Mr. anA Mrs.' Yates
Popular'CitY Judge H. H. Perce dependent ticket. The cotmt war
If a Fulton policeman grins
the money beside -it to, pay the general chairman of the event as soon as things are worked out.
have gone to Orlando, Fla., to this week as he writes you out a will continue in that office for 237 for Perce and 226 for Bitsfor
readiness
in
is
all
that
coupIJ
a
said
to
it
deliver
to
postage
ticket, don't be surprised. The another four years as a result ford.
make their home.
of houses up the route. The chick- sporstmen to try their skill at
In Fulton County with only a-Mr. and Mrs. John Latta pur- whole force received a pat on of the election on Tuesday which
Heads
Weatherspoon
day
turkeys
per
two
winning
about
bored
en seemed pretty
chased the 'Mrs. Mollie Yates the back this week from the gave him an 11 vote lead over bout 1000 votes cast, the amendshoot.
the
Robert
during
but
Palestine FB Again
the whole procedure,
house and moved in Saturday. Council, and a raise, come De- his Democratic opponent P. R. ments to the Ky. Constitution
certainly got a big laugh out of
In addition to the rifle and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrison cember 1st—coupled with the Binford. Mr. Perce ran on an In- were highly endorsed by the
Weatherspoon was reHorner
that cu..ious parcel.
trap shooting, a new attraction
votes.
elected President of the Pales- and family have moved into the parting remark that they conhas been added this year. Each
In this county 748 voted in
tinue to keep a finger on the lawBureau at house with S. E. Tarpley.
Farm
Community
tine
Then another time he recalls contestant 1.011 use the same gun,
favor of the school amendment,.
The household belongings of breakers and keep the fines comlast
meeting
supper
annual
;
it,
that Eine of the families living shoot the same type of shell,
while 198 voted "No." On tar
at the community Robert Bearden were destroyed ing in as long as the law conon Route 2 had sick relatives up and will fire at a special Turkey . Wednesday
NEW
Salary Amendment 706 voted
community officers, by fire Sunday night. Mr. Ruck- tinues to be broken.
Other
house.
the road. It was an impossibility target. This target is made in one!
"
,
"Yes," and 261 "T.
also re-elected, include Robert er owned the house.
ARRIV ALS
And it WAS broken this past
for the family to send the sick inche squares on a six by ten1
Hickmaa Coml./ the maMrs. Bell Barnes died Friday
and
vice-president,
Thompson,
to
1948
1,
July
Fines
from
year.
folks a warm dinner every day inch sheet of paper. Contestants
DEPARTMENT
jority of the voters stamped
Pewitt, secretary-treas- night at the home of her son, July 1, 1949 totaled $12,125; alsince they did not have a car, will fire at the target and their Harold
their disapproval of the tiles
Burnie Barnes. Among those
urer.
entire
$12,600
the
most
paying
so they out the warm meal in the score will be determined by the!
amendments to the State Coni-•
from afar arriving to attend the
the
salaries
of
annual
box, properly wrapped and with number of pellets piercing the l The jam-packed meeting was funeral were: Dr. and Mrs. Carl current
stitutional. The results were:
Taylor,
M.
Roy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Council
the
department,
sufficient postage. Robert took it one inch squares. Each square served a good barbecue supper, Barnes of Nashville, Randall and whole
Amendment No. 1. (school —
"up the road to the sick folks.'' counts different points. Another listened to a round of short Maggie Barnes and Mrs. Ora learned last Monday. With $11,- Crutchfield are the parents of Yes, 315, No, 337; Amendment
November
Lorn
son
pound
1-2
7
same
the
438 collected during
new feature this year will be.the speeches by visiting directors Neal of Detroit.
No. 2 (salary)—Yes, 197; No, 41.114
period from parking meters, the 3 at Jones Hospital.
He remembers too that one handicap placed on the shooters and guests, conducted its election,
Leon Boyd was painfully inFulMoss,
and
Billy
Mr.
Mrs.
grant
to
rainy day he chanced to look out who are familiar with trap shoot- and was shown several films on jured Saturday when he fell in- Council had good reason
NEW ASSISTANT MA
a cost-of-living increase to its ton announce the birth of a seven
of his car and saw a funeral pro- ing. This is done so as to give County activities by Clint Work- to a cut off saw.
of Kentucky is seUniversity
born
girl
November
baby
pound
law enforcement officers.
cession wending its way across a the amateur a better chance to man.
He is reported to be resting
cured for Fulton County a new
4 at Jones Hospital.
muddy field, with the casket in win.
this
setup
is
scale
new
The
writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Blood- assistant Home Demonstration
Among those in attendance well at this
the brrk of an open wagon. Pallway:
worth, Fulton are the parents of Agent in negro work. She is Verfrom the community were Ed
bearers were in the rear of the VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
staThompson and Ed Williamson,
.Chief, $50-month increase to a six and one half pound son„ na Guinn and was formerly
vehicle pushing it along, while TO MEET NOVEMBER 15
David Allen, born November 4 tioned in Franklin County sere,
who observed their thirtieth an$250 month.
relatives were in front coaxing
and Scott.
Members of the Victory Home- niversary in Farm Bureau work
Patrolmen, $150 monthly for at Haws Hospital. Mrs. Blood- ing in addition Shelby
the mules on their way. Finally
locattbeir first two months in the de- worth is the former Lela Allen Counties. Her office will be
the wagon bogged down, so Rob- makers Club will please note that this year, having been charter
ed in the new building of ~Ipartment; $175 monthly after 6 of Fulton.
ert got out of his car and walked the club will meet Tuesday No- members when the County was
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Babb an- ipps school. She began wadi NoLouis E. Haguewood of Ruther- months' service, and $200 monthto the open field, joined the stur- vember 15 at the home of Mrs. organized in 1919.
ford, Tenn., who last .winter rep- ly after a years' service. (Cur- nounce the birtla of a seven and vember lst.
dy men in lifting the casket on H. C. Brown 10 o'clock instead
one half pound son, James StevMrs. Robert Koelling and lit- resented the Norshore Corpora- rent salary is a flat $170).
their shoulders and the eight of of the place and time as stated
FIRST ARTIST
en, born November 5 at JoneS
them carried the deceased to his in the news letter. Pot luck tle daughter, Sarah Kirth of Chi- tion of Cleveland, O., in obtainLN CONCERT SEMI=
Hospital. (Kiyis informs K. P.
No Center Parking Acticon
burial under a tree right out in lunch will be served at noon. All cago are the guests of her par- ing oil leases on some 15,000
Dalton that Steven is a future
members are urged to be pres- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wil- acres of land in the vicinity of
the open field.
At its meeting last Monday Kitty League star.)
Union City, writes the Union Ciliams on Reed street
ent.
Mr. and Mrs. Layton Minton,
ty Messenger that the company ' night, the Fulton City Council
To Mrs. Calla Latta, we also
plans to start drilling operations deferred the petition request of Elizabethtown, Tenn., announce
wish many more bountiful years
20 Lake street merchants to al- the birth of an 8 pound, 2 ounce
in Obion county "fairly soon."
•
-,,rk with tho gew4horn
C. L. Williams of the Norshore low center parking on that street eon, Jack Eaves, born October 30
V1/‘ '
Corporation, a geologist who has during the 30-day pre-Christ- at St. Elizabeth Hospital in
visited the acreage under lease mas period. Although the re- Eli/abethton. Mrs. Minton is the
in Obion county several times, quests were not refused, they former Retta Eaves, daughter of
has just brought in a 100-barrel were criticized on the grounds Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Eaves of
well within the corporate limits that the street is not marked for Fulton.
Lt. and Mrs. J. D. Hales of
of North Baltimore, O., and is such parking, the State has-been
The prospects for natural gas east of the Tennessee River, drilling two others nearby the promised no further parking, and Bad Wildungen, Germany, anfor Fulton are looking good, the where gas will cost 10c per thous- site of the first well.
when such a practice is again nounce the birth of an eight
City council learned Monday and cubic feet more.
pound son born November 7. Lt.
started, it is difficult to stop.
when its Gas Coinmittee reportHales is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Although the figures may not
Mapped
Campaign
Polio
ed on last months' Owensboro be entirely accurate, the CounBEER LICENSES ISSUED
Hales of Fulton. Mrs. Hales is
trip to the central offices of the cil learned that it could pur - At Mayfield Gathering
the former Carolyn Beadles dauthis
granted
were
licenses
Beer
Texas Gas Transmission Corpora- chase gas about on this basis: 24c
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beadles
The 1950 Polio campaign in week by the Fulton City Council of Fulton.
1 ion.
per 1000 for the first 200,000 cubDriveconducted
the
at
be
to
Graves
County,
to Biggs and
President Stephenson of Texas ic feet: 22c per 1000 for the next Fulton
Gale,
Mr. and Mrs. Carnell
weeks in January, In Cafe on Depot street. and to
Fulton announce the birth of an
Gas assured the delegation that 200,000 cubic feet, and 29c for the last two
East
119
10-county
a
at
at
out
located
a business
eight pound two ounce son, born
Fulton could indeed be supplied 111 thereafter. It was estimated was mapped
Wednesday evening Fourth street. Both were preyConstance Keene, a mighty
November 7 at the Fulton Hoswith gas as soon as a survey was by an engineer present that Ful- meeting last
Counand
Sta'te
by
iouslv okayed
pretty and mighty gifted miss,
pital.
made to determine the capacity ton could probably sell its gas in Mayfield.
the
Those attending from Fulton ty authorities.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan 'who plays the piano with all
needed locally, and pending ap- for around 27c, as compared to
included Bobby Snow,
of Grand Chain, Ill., formerly of talent of the award-winning artproval by the Federal Power Henderson's Zone-3 rate
of county
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, Mrs. Paul GETS FINGERPRINT OUTFIT Cayce are the pa.ents of an eight ist that she is, has been selected
Commission.
2c. It was estimated that the
/
371
and Elbert Johns (CounDeMyer
by the Community Concert Asof
line
transmission
big
probThe
average user here would
MRS. CALLA LATTA
The Fulton Police Department pound daughter born November
Chairman), Fulton, and Helen
ty
as the first attraction to
sociation
Texas
from
at
3
extending
Jones
Hospital.
Gas,
ably consume around 80,000 to
to purchased
Bell Telephone Company here. Texas
and Anna Margaret Atkins, has been authorized
concert season here. A
Tyler
the
open
mile
a
Gadsby
within
Cant.
R.
paSs
and
Jack
Mrs.
will
75,000 cubic feet of gas per year.
With her pleasant countenance to Ohio,
an outfit that will be used to obwho has won the
Hickman.
pianist
ittfted
Washington,
Camp
side.
of
Fort
Lewis,
east
and cheery disposition'she could of Fulton's
tain fingerprints from furniture,
•ctities and judges aof
and
Atkins
acclaim
Smith
Mayor-elect
that
disclosed
an
announce
of
eight
birth
the
further
It was
to aid it
be nothing else except one of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Dame have autos and other objects
has been winning primal
"the- Fulton is in rate zone two, and his incoming council, who will
of crime. and one half pound son, Jack Jr., like, she
with
workers
faithful
returned to their home in Du- in effecient detection
Illos
projwas a littlir
she
gas
alike
the
of
brunt
the
tackle
higheris
from
Gadsby
born
Mr.
so
2.
November
voice with a smile." Mrs. Latta, only 50 miles or
The City Council okayed the
appear here on Noect, were all on hand to hear the rant, Miss., after a visit to their
Po- the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Keens will
by
request
a
after
too has recently completed her priced zone three, and will thus
purchase
on
family
and
vember 21 st the NorinaoloCliala,and the discussion on the son, Norris Dame
Gadsby eif Fulton.
thirtieth year of service with be enabled to buy gas chigiper reports
lice Chief McDade.
Covington avenue.
than, for instance, communities subject.
that company..

CITY OFFERS THIRD
OF LIGHTING COSTS

COUNCIL
DOINGS

TURKEYS, LIONS
READY FOR SHOOT

H. H. PERG ELECTED FULTON CITY JUDGE;
COUNTY KARTILY.ENDORSEI-AMENDMENII

OIL DRILLING SOON
IN OB1ON COUNTY

City's Natural Gas Outlook
Is Fine, Council Reveals

Nwirc".

ct`13.
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bllidied Every Friday Of The Year
There is . .. nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1949

Dimes To Park .. Books To Read
Sometimes reading the dozens of newspapers that reach our desk each day becomes
an awful chore, but then again when we
find an item or two that might help us with
our problems here, we feel repaid for the effort.Several days ago we read where the citszens of Greenville, Miss., had devised a wonderful plan with which to collect March of
Diaries funds next year.
The City Fathers of Greenville have
granted permission to the AmeriCan Legion
there to solicit funds via the parking meters
- - - (God Bless 'em). The Legion will warm
up to the shoppers who will be able to buy
;larking time and contribute simultaneously
to the annual March of Dimes.
It works like this. The parking meters,
not designed to accept dimes, will chalk up
only 12 minutes if one is deposited—the same
amount of time a penny buys. The Legion
will pay to the City of Greenville one cent
eve_ry dime taken in by the meters.
'The City doesn't lose and the Legion

Reprinted With Pleasure
The editorial below is reprinted from the
Lyon County Herald, Eddyville, Ky., dated
November 3, 1949. It concerns a communitywide project undertaken by the citizens of
that city to equip the private hospital owned
by Dr. Sidney00yer, formerly of this city.
The Dyers, Sid and Dessie, are hard-working,
efficient and conscientious members of the
medical profession. That they have established themselves so well in their new com-

That this is true is attested by the patronage accorded the health institution by the
people of Lyon county and by the fact that
even those who have never inspecteg the
place are high in their praise of it and sincere in their acknowledgement of its great
benefits.
Now comes the Kuttawa Rotary Club to
sponsor a campaign, purpose of which is to
provide needed equipment for the hospital.
The Rotarians ask assistance of churches, business and professional groups, fraternal organizations, school children and all
individuals in the community.
They should have this, in full measure.
All over Kentucky, cities and towns are
conducting campaigns to obtain large ^sums
of money with which to provide their communities with hospital facilities.
At Princeton, nearly $100,000 was subscribed by an aroused citizenship and a bond
issue of the same amount was voted, overwhelmingly. This money, with a grant from
the State and another from a federal hospital
fund, resulted in start of construction of a

What'll they think of next. This seems
the simplest, most painless way in the world
to collect funds and with a little agitation
seems that any campaign can go over.
Now, Elva Fall, if you dash over and

In Lyon county we are more fortunate
for private individuals have started our
.
hospital, making a large investment of their
own money and.,talents to do so.
We are merely asked to provide money
with which to purchase some additional
equipment, in order that our hospital may

The News will gladly print a little card
jar each meter that says:
"A DIME TO PARK
GIVES BOOKS TO READ"
That is, if the City Council grants
permission_

'Only Two Years, But Many Deeds
When we first came to Fulton, in the
spring of 1947 we recall that one of our first
methodical dirties was the "covering" of the
City Council meetings
Then, we remember, the meetings were
rcaschicted around the desk in the Police department room, with a dim light or two hanging around. and, it seems, a continuous air
•of frustration over lack of finances to get
anything done.
We couldn't help be reminded of these
'Meetings, a scant two years back, as we sat
in last Monday's ccnincil meeting. We noted
on Monday the businesslike disposition of
one project after another around a roomy
-table, in better quarters, as the present seven
men prepare to wind up their two-year tenure of office and hand the reins to their successors.

render still more efficient service.
Certainly we should lend ourselves
whole-heartedly to this campaign and give to
it, as individuals, according to our means and
what is needed. In this nobody will be burdened, and our people will be afforded better
safeguards for their health.
The Rotary Club deserves to achieve a
conspicious success in this effort; for its purpose is to benefit _all the people of the community, as well as an untold number yet un—Lyon County Herald
born:

So Far •• • •
In line with our editorial of last week,
wherein we pointed out the vast expansion
being planned by the Aternic Energy Commission it is apropos that we print this
article by Harry Snyder, which appeared recently in the Commercial.
The big boom in atomic energy is under way.
TVA is a full-fledged partner in the gigantic expansion program and this means

of money for new construction.
Congress is expected to get and pass a
whopping big TVA appropriation bill.
If that comes to pass it will mean an expenditure in excess of $167,300,000. That was
the amount of appropriated and corporate
—funds turned loose in 1942 when the agency

cooperation, understanding and accomlalishment, because the retiring council has done
a good job. Money is coming in, and things

was called on to boost its energy production
facilities for war industry.

The police car no longer has $200 monthly repair bills (now there's a new one); the
parking meters are paid for and are now returning a substantial income; the water department is working fine, with its new overhead tank. good income, and all; the railroad signals are almost all in and working;
the creek is dredged and being kept in good
condition
. and municipal gas operation is
berm considered as the next forward step for
th forward-looking city.

Last year TVA put $50,808,000 in new
works and has approval for $72,500,0000 in
the current fiscal year.

... Yet So Near Department
TVA is building an electric power substation southeast of Hickman on a plot recently purchased from Harry Barry. It will
consist of
3-500 KVA transformers in a
high wire fence enclosure 80 x 150 feet. The
enclosure is to be paved with asphalt, and a
black top drive will connect it with the Hickman-Union City highway.
This sub-station will insure practically

We were gratified to see the incoming
Itayor and his whole new Council on hand
at this week's session, because it shows that
they, too, are interested in carrying the ball
-right on where their predecessors leave off—
and we are sure that they will continue on

continuous service for the REA electric customers there since it will be connected to
Kentucky Utilities transmission lines, and
also to Clinton and Troy sub-stations. If one
source goes out either of the other two may
be switched on, within a few minutes.

AS the same businesslike fashion. We know
that the citizens of Fulton want their city
affairs promptly handled, their councilmen
'to be progressive-minded, and their govern-

The regular source of supply will be the
Kentucky Utilities 33,000 volt transmission
lines. Through the transformers this will be

ment to stay cm a sound footing.
In maintaining ap aggressive City Council we hold one of the lopys to insuring a
Avowing,. progressive F'ultan.
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"Mk new stock issue is selling for the certificate alone!"

From The Files:
Tivt•tia9 Bach 'As eloc4
November 15, 1929:
Mrs. Nall, president, presicied
over the Woman's Club ine(.ring
this week at the Methodist
Church. Mrs. T. F. Thompson in
a Spanish costume, gi,ve the
story of the opera "Carmen,'' assisted by the cigarette girls'
chorus and the Toreador icing
group selected from the senior
and Junior music departments.
Fulton High homecoming this
year will be the Mayfield game
•
Friday at 3: p.m.
A pretty wedding was solemnized last Friday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Clements.
when their daughter, Jessie Marie was given in marriage to Mr.
Alexander Black of Richmond,
Ky. Music was rendered by Mrs.
Glenn Dillon and Miss Mary Nell
Nall was maid of honor. They
will make their home Pennsylvania.
Over 290 students have registered for fir4 semester work at
U.K. Fulton countians include
Margaret /Olen, Gladys L. Bell,
William C. Boyd, Chester Buckingham, Harry Bushart, Billie S.
Carr, Phillip Clements, Gilbert
B. DeMyer, Evelyn Ford, Mildred Louise Graham, James W.
Gordon, Wilbur E. Holloway, R.
Q: Noss, Jr.. Paul Pierce Pickering, James Edward Slaughter, all
of Fulton, and William A. Bacon,
Isobel Crittenden Bondurant and
Charlotte B. Snow of Hickman.
Cecil Burnette has just completed a new poultry house with
a capacity of 250 birds; Mrs. Her-

man Roberts has completed one
for 150 and O. Carver, one for
600.
The play "Sophronia's wedding" was presented by the ladies Aid of Friendship at Mt Vernon Saturday night.
A pie supper was given at
Blackamon school Friday night
and the following winners were
announced: Eugene Moody, winner of the Yo-Yo contest; homeliest man, (a bar of soap), won
by Sam Crittenden; person with
the largest mouth (package of
gum) divided between Orie Foster and Alvin Foster. Herschel
Sick guessed the correct number
of beans in the jar. arid Misses
Lois Willingham and Georgia
Lee Foster divided the cake sold
for the prettiest girl after the
price reached $11.

THOSE

with a real newsreel just skim
ming the cream of local news for
less than seven or eight hundred
dollars a week. And, remember,
that's just overhead!
It's going to be nay job to see
if we can't find some way to
bring Kentuckians viewers a TV
newsreel. A practical way. One
that isn't so outragebusly -expensive. I don't know whether we
can do it or not, but we're going
to try.
To that end I'll spend all next
the
Monday with
Columbia
Broadcasting System television
news crew which puts together
a daily 15-minute newsreel. The
following day I'll be in Baltimore to see how a local station
there tackles the problem.
At the NARND convention
we'll have several panel discussions on TV news problems. And
we'll hear discussions of news by
sueh top men in the business as
Ed Murrow, winner of two Peabody awards; Elmer Davis, former director of the Office of War
Information; Erwin (Spike) Canham, editor of
the
Christian
Science Monitor and others.
We radio news directors are
going to get a dose of our own
medicine, too, I am co-chairman
of a committee of the association
which this past year has studied
the Associated Press, United
Press and International News
Service and wrote a sharply critical report on their shortcomings.
At the convention, Spike Canham
will analYze the kind of jotyradio news.has been doing and tell
us wheie we fall down on the
job. '
If we can take it as well as we
dished it out, we'll learn something.
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New Kind of Hand
Cream Specially Made
to do itI
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Fulton Mg/
By Patsy Green

For this week I would
present the Senior candi,
Carnival Queen, the al
Ann McDade. Ann was
Ridgely, Tenn., and came
ton when she was 2. ShE
at Terry-Norman school
age of 6. She then moved
Fulton on the corner of F
Third street and entered
stitute in the 3rd grade. '1
year she moved up on th
of College and Third wl
is still living. She we
High School in '96 and
a majorette in the Fult
Band. Her hobby is sp,
her favorite sport is
She is going to college,
n't decided which one
attend. She is a very p:
year-old Senior. She 1
eyes and blond hair. We,
ior Class are in hopes (
our candidate walk do
aisle, on November 18th,
the royal colors. We wi
the support of the town
this come true.
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FOR YOU

Ky. 31 Fescue, c(
clover, certified a
grass, rye grass,

Barley, wheat,
alla

20% PHOSPHAT

ESOTERICA is that marvelous new kind
of hand cream for foding those brown
spots that make yaw hands look old.

REED!

1Iso fades other turfoce blemishes and
roughness in a way no ordinary hand

419 COLLE

cream at lotion con.

F. H. Riddle, manager of the
Souttiern Bell Telephone Company, attended a meeting at
Hickman and presented service
erablems for 15-years' service to
Miss Lillian Caldwell of Hickman, and 10-years' service to
Mrs. Calla Latta of Fulton.

Schc

LAKIV•1

hands whilst, dearer, yognger

looking cprickly—often within the
Ars, few days.
While ESOTERICA iooks and feels like
the hoed non-gready vanishing
oven, k has an added clearing whoa.
Produced in

laboratory that has

studied the effect of cosmetics on skis

Customs Seed Claud'

pigenenh for 25 yeors.
Thousands gladly paid 55.00 for
ESOTERICA.
NO, In'quentley produdlon, If
con be paid tor 51.50. Pins
If you wont clearer, whiter-looking
hands. get EOTERICA. Money bock

Miss Nora Kate Bondurant
Jordan and Dalton Perry
Hickman were married in
Baptist Church in Hickman
the Ftev. F. G. Wilburn.

the fire lar does not bring

of
of
the
by

W. M. Hall and Sons are constructing pretty new homes for
Robert Graham in the Highlands, for J. C. Davis on Green
street, and for Lon Pickle on the
Martin highway.

desired results.

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Street

Phones 70, 1?-8

Ewing Galloway:
keali4c44,

LOP401111, HIAV
with
"MIR 1111A1

(744 Ma/wit

that the valley agency will probably hang
up- a new mark next year for the spending

The meetings these days are pervaded
by an air of confidence, of good feeling, of

are going well.

villg

Nothing has so lifted the morale of this
entire community in all the years of our experience here as the new hospital.

hospital there this summer.

dart.

by McFeatters

2

munity and in their hospital, which to them is
a dream come true, is a source of much happiness to their hundreds of friends here,
where he formerly practiced.
The editorial follows:

gains.

get the permission of those nice men on the
City Council, it seems that your impending
lalarary Fund Drive will have a mighty good

STRICTLY BUSINESS

in The Fulton County News.
There are tvvo reasons for attending a convention. One is to
learn something more about your
job or business, and the other is
to have fun. There will be plenty of opportunity tor both in
Nev., York. And this time, tiler*
'11 be extra. work for me, because.
as all of you undoubtedly knoW,
WHAS is going to start television
broadcasts soon after the first
of the year.
I am emboldened to make a
report on this since so many
newspapers have taken such a
keen interest in television. There
is no doubt it will have a great
effect on American family life
as it becomes more wide spread,
as new technological developments make it possible to telecast to remote areas which nol,v
must depend on luck for an infrequent pick-up.
As the news director of WHAS,
I will be responsible for what
goes on our television newscasts. This is just about the most
challenging assignment imaginable, since one station after another of the hundred or so TV
stations on the air have started
out with ambitious plans for
news coverage and gradually
have come down to little or no
news at all.
The trouble is that TV news,
if it's done right, is just impossibly costly. The payfoll alone
for a single televeision news
crew for 10 or 15 minutes or
news a day will run from $900 a
Week up. In addition to that,
there is, of course, the cost of
movie film, of developing it, of
putting the stuff together and
getting it on the air. In very
few places is impossible to get by

cut to 13,000 volts on TVA lines.
Local manager, Harold Everett, states
that the construction is to be finished not
later than March 1, 1950, and that the crew
is considerably ahead of schedule now.

State Forester H. B. Newland.
speaking at a conference held
the other day under the auspices
of
of the Kentucky Chamber
Commerce to promote better fire
protection. said a quarter million
acres of Kentucky woodland is
burned over annually. He called
it a "million-dollar bonfire."
And Governor Clements said
unprotected forests were responsible for 79 per cent of the 4,100
fires last year. The Governor
thinks "organized protection" is
a remedy for the terrific damage
done to the woodlands of Kentucky.
The Chamber of Commerce
gathering was attended by about
500 people representing nearly
all walks of life in the state,
which is evidence of a public awakening to the need of forest
protection such as the mountain
states of the far west already
have.
C. A. Dempewolf from down
our way was elected Second District representative of a newly
created "Keep Kentucky Forests
Green" Committee. Mr. Dempewolf is president of the Henderson County Farm Bureau, which
affords him a good opportunity
to start an educational campaign

which would serve as an example
the
to farm bureaus all over
state.
better
Fire protection and
care of timber land generally is
mostly a local affair. Statewide
organizations are all right, but
you have to reach land owners
through a campaign of education.
This can be done through county farm bureaus and local newspapers. Roadside signs would
help. They are used in the timber states of the west. Pamphlets, carrying a set of simple
rules, could be circulated among
owners of timber land.
campaign
educational
The
should include attention to timber that should be cut before it
dies of old age or rots in the
heart. In the western half of the
state 75 per cent of the farmers
with small patches of woods let
good timber go to waste through
neglect.
Two years ago I told in this
column about a farmer with 35
acres of woods on a 500-acre
farm who cut his full-grown
trees every eight or ten years
and cleaned up the tree laps to
reduce fire hazards. He left all
trees under two feet in diameter.
This gave him an adequate supply of lumber indefinitely.

Dick Oberlin:

4e214:4$let 4iwtoato0.1
By the time most of you read
this, I'll be ill New York City
for the third annual convention
of
of the National Association
Radio News Directors. That's

what this column will be about,.
and I hope that you'll forgive me
this time for being considerabay
more personal than we have
been since Observations started

egr
CANTER-pow
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WORLD'S CHAhl
VALVE-U4-HEAD

"There's lots more to tell you•••
but someone else may want to use the
PARTY LINE"
It's thoughtfulness like this that makes your party
line neighbors thoughtful of you. It allows other*
to call and frees the line for incoming calls.
MANY of our customers desire different types
of service which are not generally available
now—such as itulividual line or two-party line
service. We have a record of all such applications and we're working hard to provide the
cables and central office equipment necessary
to furnish the desired service assoon as possible.
110111/NORN

SILL

TILIPNONI

AND
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CURVED WINDS
with
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Junior and Senior Carnival.
ry about the baking for the week past week because of colds.
Brown were at the Kentucky
For our first money making end.
Mrs. Lesf-er Brown of Fulton Lake again last weekend.
We
elected
three beauty spent Thursday with her daughproject we had a chili supper.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams
Dr. Dan Blake and Billy HamMany of our friends attended and queens, Martha Holland, Vivian ter and family, Mrs. J. C. Olive. and Kara, Mr. and Mrq. Robert
ra of Nashville were Sunday afenjoyed the homemade food and Matlock and Shirley Easley. One
attended
Collier
Mrs. Hillman
Irvan and Mrs. Bettie Williams
entertainment put on by the of these girls may be Miss Fulton the Jones and McRae wedding at visited Mr. Kirk's pecan orchard ternoon guests of the latters parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hom-,
pupils themselves. We wioh to High.
Saturday
the Methodist Church
near Hickman Sunday and found ra. They were enroute from a
SOPHOMORE NEWS
thank those who took part in our
p.m.
evening at 5
pecans very scarce.
weekend visit with friends in StHITHER AND THITHER
We have elected our King and I supper and those who attended.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks, WilLou is.
Drive-In
The
Movie
Monday
and
Johnie
Virginia,
sor.
am
I
Queen for the class and we are I
Bobby
that
glad
with
very
Sunday
are
We
lis and Edna spent
By Patsy Green
I very proud to say that they are Buckingham is back with us and night sponsored be the Sr. class their son and family, Mr. and ry I don't know more news from
Mr. and Bilks, J. M. Durm formNancy Breedom and Don Mann. we wish him luck in winning the wa enjoyed by everyone.
Mrs. Charles Hicks and little your part of the neighborhood. erly of 'Truman, Ark., have
For this week I would like to
We are glad you read .JU: news bought the Will Yates place in
We are going to work tor them king of the Carnival.
The Freshman class gave a Steve Edwin of Clinton.
present the Senior candidate for very hard and we will appreciate
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom way up there in Michigan. Would Water Valley, Ky., and moved
Does S.R. have any other in- chili supper Tuesday night which
like to hear from friends that there last week. Mr. Duim is a
Carnival Queen, the attractive any amount of money that people
terest besides Latin and music. many attended and enjoyed very attended church at Cayce SunAnn McDade. Ann was born in give.
day morning and the Mission in read our news in states other brother of Mrs. V. L. Fi,einan
the much.
in
Come on, Shirley, get
than Keatucky.
of Fulton.
Who was that cute girl that groove.
There will be a street dance the afternoon in Fulton.
Ridgely, Tenn., and came to FulB. C. at church Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson
Wonder who M. D. W. was following the football game with
ton when she was 2. She started was with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles
night? It couldn't be N. S C. with last Thursday night. Could- Providence Friday night. The and children attended the revivat Terry-Norman school at the from South Fulton could
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
B?
dance will begin at 9:30 to 11:30 al at the Assembly of God spent Tuesday in Memphis.
Mary?
it,
could
C.
S.
B.
be
n't
age of 6. She then moved to West
Cayce Sunday.
U-Totat
the
Church
and
between
Krogers
P. C. sure is going after a ceralways
is
Wonder why J.- B.
Fulton on the corner of Park and tain Junior boy.
Several of the ladies of this
Em stores. We hope to see everywaiting in study hall? Could V.
one there, we are sure you will community attended the Stanley
Third street and entered Carr InIt seems that P. M. and D. P. M. be the answer?
enjoy it very muck.
party at the home of Mrs. Jamie
stitute in the 3rd grade. The next are going together again.
Seems like V. F. is really in
Tuesday evening on the
Wade
year she moved up on the corner
all,
come
one,
Come
Sophomore
Why are all the
at all of the ball games
of College and Third where she girls staying around the Fresh- there
The Sr's. are having a rum- ,West State Line.
is still living. She went into man class? It couldn't be because lately.
mage sale in Miss Mary Royster's
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
High School in '46 and became there is a cute blonde headed
S. L. has joined the woman front yard. The sale- will begin Mrs. Jacie Hicks attended church
a majorette in the Fulton High boy in their class could it girls? hating union. What happened?.
at 9:00 Saturday morning of No- at the Mission Sunday afternoon.
Band. Her hobby is sports and
There was a household shower
N. C. had a flame at the chile vember 12.
her tt,avorite sport is football.
given at Cayce Friday for Mr.
supper Tuesday night. Was it
NEWS
FRESHMAN
She is going to college, but hasand Mrs. J. P. Sutton, newly
A. B. from South Fulton?
Monday morning was an exn't decided which one she will
weds of this community, at the
be
of
will
classes
class
Freshman
all
tor
morning
The
citing
attend. She is a very pretty 17I home of Rev. and Mrs. C. E.
afterFriday
the
especially
poms
and
pom
selling
school
high
year-old Senior. She has blue
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Sutton reThe Cayce High Tigers de- ceived so many -nice gifts and
eyes and blond hair. We,the Sen- Freshman because this is their noon and night for the ball game.
we
and
and
game
home
king
a
elect
to
last
our
time
is
It
61
first
the
Redmen
feated
Brewers
ior Class are in hopes of seeing
they thank their many friends
for know every one will want to to 38 Friday night. The Redmen
for them.
our candidate walk down the queen. Our king and queen
this year is Virginia Forest and have one. Besides, it certainly held Cayce in check the first
aisle, on November 18th, wearing Bobby Buckingham. We are very will help our king and queen. All
at
a
led
by
half
Cayce
the
half.
Complete With
FULTON ROUTE 3
the royal colors. We would like proud of them and would like for only a dime.
score of 21 to 17. But in the last
SHREDDER
the support of the town to make very much .to see them march
half the Tigers caught fire with . Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
There will be a cake sale SatCHOPPER
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dean
down the aisle as royalty in the
Covington and Brawner tossing
this come true.
urday morning starting at 9 o'SLICER
the ball in from all angles of th2. Williams visited their son, Ronstore.
Weaks
of
front
.in
clock
Easily Attached
court. Covington was the leading nie this week, who has polio and
and
cakes
Just think, homemade
Easily Cleaned
scorer for Cayce with 20 points. is in the hospital in Louisville.
pies and you won't have to wor- while Woods
was tossing in 13 They say he shows improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Forrester
points for Brewers.
Cayce
Brewers and Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster
store
Rice 8
Blagg 6 visited at the Fergerson
F
Covington 20
Woods 13 Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Onie Lowry's mother died
Brawner 13
C
Mobley 2
Powell 4
G
Lamb 9 in Clinton Saturday and funeral
Burns 8
Palmer 6 services were held for her there
Subs.: Cayce—Henderson, 2, Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock..
— See Us For —
Lawson, Brown 2, Gilbert, Hill 4, Our deepest sympathy goes out
to the family.
Alexander, Bennett.
Ladino
uncertified;
PREPARES THEM
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and
Miss Susie Mai Butler spent
Subs.: Brewers—Darnell, Mubthe weekend with her brother
ler, Slayden, Smith 1.
clover, certified and uncertified; Red top, orchard
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _
WEST STATE LINE Butler.
Mrs. Mary Beth Munson of
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
Memphis is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
A good attendance was at the Elmer Cannon.
State Line Mission both Saturday
alfalfa. crimson clover.
J. S. Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs.
evening and Sunday afternoon. Juston Nanny part of last week.
The pastor, Rev. Earl Baird, was
Alton Neely has received woi d
in charge and brought two fine his mother, who is in the san20% PHOSPHATE AND MDCED FERTILIZERS
messages.
atorium, in Hopkinsville is doWINNE 120
Hillman Collier was in Murray ing fine.
FULTON
212 MAIN ST.
Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler
Sharrell Olive was out of
school this past week because of and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones
chicken pox.
PHONE 62.0
409 COLLEGE ST.
, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Condom Grinding and Main'
Custom Seed Cleaning
spent a while Friday evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
LOANS
INSURANCE
and children, Willis and Edna.
Fulton, Rentneky
Dan and Dickie Collier was
out of school several days this

PERSONALS

School News

I

Fulton High

OODS

Cayce School

I
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$8.95

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING: FARM

MUER

LOANS

120/CATY-fAX/ZY
417.94C17VEO"

UP TO 10
YEARS-EASY
PAYMENTS

REED

A. HUDDUSTON COMPANY

_seeATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

mos. FEEDS & SEEDS

NimummaimmiimussimummEnuie

Quality Feeds
for Livestock Needs

CENTIE-rosta

smoseee

Only one low-priced car
brings you all these
EXTRA VALUES

MIME UNISTIEL
SORT CONITIUCTION

HOG FEEDS

5-INCH WIDE-BASE RIMS,
PLUS LOW-PRESSURE
TIRES

.and it's the

Economy 18% Mash

$3.65 cwt.

Economy 18% Pellets In Toweling Bag ._

$3.90 cwt.

Hogs Delight 16% (Sweet)

$3.25 cwt.

40% Hog Supplement Mash

$5.35 cwt.

40' Hog Supplement Pellets

$5.50 c—wt.

Pig and Sow, In Print Bag

$3.95 cwt.

Pig and Sow Pellets, In Print Bag

$4.10 cwt.

LOWEST PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD!
C.., Cr& t
EXTRA ECONOMICAL
TO OWN
AND OPERATE

CURVED WINDSHIELD
with
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY

CERTI-SAFE
.4YDRAULIC PP'ACES

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fult,on, Ky.

Phone 38

Call Us.

WE DELIVER

Phone 900

Browder M4ling Company
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moved
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Mr. and Mrs. Butch
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afternoo
look at
hewis Sunday
Depandable Protostioss
the former's sister, Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Stinnett says one
Cairo Sunday.
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replace
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lunch and had Virginia Tidwell were supper ture, comedian Bob Hope Tues- ey had supper with Mr. and Mrs.
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Saturday night.
Phone 35
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry to the WLW-NBC airlane
of fun.
Fields Monday night.
207 Church Street
Miss LuciBe Pickard was the gods
days at 9 p.m., EST bringing his J. D.
AlDennis French, Grimes Saturday night.
welcome
Mrs.
to
glad
are
all
and
We
Mr.
Mrs
humor.
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weekerut guest at ber aunt,
Cleatus, we were distressed to inimitable jest
and Mrs. Cleo McClanahan
lie Roach back to Siegel City. She
Nelda Matfteny wad family. They Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter learn how near "Fuzzy laws"
family,
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Water
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Sunday.
Elizabeth Murrell, Alma Ruth
Valda Turberville attended the
and Mrs. Kelly Jones and family
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Potts also enjoyed a day of pecan huntMr. and Mrs. Paul Ferguson Phillips and the honoree.
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basketba
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. R- D. ing last Sunday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Austin
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Chiropractic Gets Sick People Well
Jim Mitchell underwent an opHe had fished
were so relieved when Bob Wil- tucky Lake, etc.
eration this week at Haws Hosreasonbait
of
kind
every
old
with
week
his
with
liams came in
but gltnc- pital and is reported to be doing
Fulton, Ky.
mustache shaved off. But I guess able and unreasonable
210 Church Street
with nicely. Mr. Mitchell is the father
snake
a
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he
about
on
ing
sleeping
was kinds cold
it
eket
watchpo
CHIROPRATIC OFFICE
a nice size frog in ifs mouth and of Linda Moore,
the porch each night eh, Bob?
might make girl in the Third Unit.
MICRO-DYNAMETER
Mr. and Mrs. Fteed Holmes en decided that the frog
DR_ F. D. PHILLIPS
the snake
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He
bait.
good
birtha
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tertained with a delicious
PaIneeri,Graduate
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X-RAY
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poured some
222 LAKE ST.
Those present were: Misses Nor- how cruel he had
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HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Ns.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
GENUINE

Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Comm.Colds
'that NANG ON

DOOR MIRRORS

VREOPAULSION

KEEP SMILING

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

PHILLIPS'

Dotty's 13th

,
4
(
/
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To All Users of

KEROSENE and FUEL OIL
in response to many requests from both city and rural custom
a
ng
offeri
ers in Kentucky and Tennessee we are now

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
on orders of 20 gallons or more in town or 50 gallons or more
on rural deliveries. Phone 9188, Day or Night.
t
WE GUARANTEE all of our products to be of the highes
to
quality at all times and welcome the opportunity to prove
best.
you that qur service is the

Kerosene
Prices

At
Station

1-20 gal.

15'

20 gal up

13%e

(City only)

Values to $69.95

$32-'37-42
13%'

ered

Untrimmed Cloth

COATS
14-$29-14

ijir Thursday - Friday - Saturday 414Pr
First Quality
15 DENIER
51 GAUGE

Apr
irk

1P11/1-

We have taken the dealership for Gillette Tires, and are therefore CLOSING OUT our entire Goodyear stock of approximately 90 tires. This stock includes passengers, pickup, and
large truck sizes, some mud and snow type. For a real bargain,
come in NOW.

PIPELINE GAS COMPANY
Phone 9188

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 9188

Memory Lives
In Pick
For yoursel
for your fa
for your fr
. . . a
says more
a thousand
words!
Make an
point Tod:

Gurdner's Stud
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Ful

Notict

MOOSE I
Full
Meeting Nig
Officers' meeting,
Regular Lodge nFriday n
NEW LOCA^
212 CHM(

WHY I

SUITS,(
Clean

SKIRTS, SW:

HATS Cleaned

SATISFAt

SOUTH Fl

NYLONS

Values to $14.95
$500

HAI?

EAST STATE LD

New Shades All

.
1P
1

C1Pr
ir
g
ji

Sizes Pair

1W Mir

DRESSES

IP

24-HOUR
Ph

DAY OR
NIGHT

Reg. $1.55 Value

Save $10.00 to $20.00

Goodyear Tires at
Wholesale Prices

Dear Patricia:
I am in love with a ma
has been married and has
children and I have two
dren. My children dqgsn''
prove of this man and hi:

APP-

Fur Trimmed

COATS
(Country)

..
Wnte Patna

We are both happy and pleased that hundreds of our friends and customers visited our store Friday and Saturday. We thank you for your
sincere congratulations. We will show our appreciation by striving
to bring better service and utmost values to you in the future. During
this sales event we have assembled these outstanding values which we
are offering you!

20 gal up 50 gal up
Deliv-

Friaay
_ _ , November 11

11r
1/

Listen. t(
N.B.C. every T

/IPr 1Pr
4

anti reaseunber the

is HOST TO TWA

4110k

ipr LACE TRIMMED RAYON

$800

-110- PANTIES grow
irk
1
6
6

All Colors
Regular
79c
Value

IN FULTON
13T11 YEAR OF SEXVICE

44c41;

IN FULTONIlimmir
iDTTLED UNDER

FULTON

Frivay, November 11, 1949
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Write Patricia Latane to Solve Your Problems
Dear Patricia.
I am in love with a man that
has been married and has three
children and I have two children. My children dqesn't approve of this man and his chil-

dren doesn't approve of me. Wtrat I
should we do?
M.C.
Dear M. C.;
The best thing you can do is I
forget this man or else both of
you will have to forget your chil- •
dren or else live in hell.

PERSONALS
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, Mrs. R.
H. Wade, Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Price attended the Owen-Katterjohn wedding in Paducah Thursday night.

which yqu can date and think of
boys.

Dear Patricia:
I had a dog killed about two
weeks ago. Can you tell me anything about it?
J. P.
Dear J. P.
You have a family living withDear Patricia:
in throwing distance of your
I am 14 years old and my fath- house and they gave
the dog
er won't let me date. What do glass which killed him.
you think of it?
S.W.
For yourself,
Dear S. W.;
Dear Patricia:
for your family,
I am a girl 18 years old and
I agree with your father. You
for your friends
should be studying your books. am in love with a boy and I
. . . a picture
You have lots of time yet in thought he loved me too but a
boy told me he was going with
saYs more than
another girl. What must I do?
a thousand
B. T.
Accurate
words!
Dear B. T.
WORKMANSHIP
Don't believe everything you
Make an ApAt Low Cost hear. Wait and see for yourself.
Be sure as I don't think he is gopoint Today,
Watches, Cloaks and Thne
ing with anyone else.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—
Dear Patricia:
I am a woman 41 years old and
ANDREWS
212 Commercial
Fulton
have been going with a non 32
Phone 693
Jewe
C,om
years old. Do you think heloves
me?
T.T.
Dear T. T.
He might like to go out with
Notice to Members of
you right now but as for being in
love with you and you and he
marrying and getting along and
.
living happy ever after is clear
of the question. As there is
,
out
Fulton, Kentucky
too much difference in your
ages, my advise to you is for
you to find someone nearer your
Meeting Nights,-Are Changed To:
age to fall for.

Miss Dorothy McRae has returned to her, home in Memphis
after attending the wedding of
her brother, Harold McRae and
Mary Neal Jones Saturday.

Memory Lives
In Pictures

Gardner's Studio

MOOSE LODGE NC( 1265

Officers' meeting, each Monday night 7:30 p.m.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

WHY PAY MORE!
SUITS, COATS, DRESSES
Cleaned and Pressed

65c
SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND PANTS

35c
HATS Cleaned and Blocked

65c

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SOUTH FULTON CLEANERS
Phone 1633

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Polk and
children have returned to their
home in Monroe, La., after a visit to her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
J. L. Jones,'Sr., and attended her
sisters wedding Mary Neal Jones
and Harold McRae Saturday.
Helen Lewis has taken over the
role of Maggie Lowell, laboratory
technician in love with Dr. Brent,
on "Road of Life," WLW-NBC
serial drama aired 3:15 p.m., EST.

PAUL HORNBEAM FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPRL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Flinerai
Director and Embalmer
Director and Kneitaimer
NILS. J. C. YATRS
Lady Assistant
C,ontract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL AWN.

Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Laine, Jr.,
of Charleston, West V., visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. A.
Laine, Sr., of Fulton and Mrs.
Joe Wall of Cayce.

Joe B. Wall, who is attending
black accessories. Mrs. Drumm, school at Goodman, Miss., is visfor whom the party was given, iting his mother, Mrs. Joe Wall at
wore Fall colors of copper or- Cayce.
ange, white and blue on cocoa
brown background with brown
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
accessories. Refreshments of hot
chocolate topped with marsh- A.
Drumm, L. T. Caldwell and
mallow and angel food cake were
Misses Sylvadeen Moss and Ann
served.
Mints
were
placed Caldwell, Mrs. Harold
Rowland,
throughout the living room and
Mrs. H. E. McCord, Mrs. Roy
various games befitting to the ocVowell, Mrs. Wess Vowell, Mrs.
casion were played with prizes
James Freeman and Wyatt Hall.
awarded to the winners. Those
attending were: Mesdames ThadThose sending gifts but not atdeus Parrish, Mary Cook, Fritz tending were. Mrs. Tom Scott,
Moss, James Wilhaucks, Ligon Mrs. ChaFlie Goodjine, Mrs. BerWelch, Jordan Ferguson, Ancil tis Levister,
Mrs. Wayne ParJourdan, Fred Morris. R. H. ham, Mrs. Lelia Wilson, Mrs.
Moss, Jr., Johnnie Allen, Hugh Blanche Howard, Mrs. Mozelle
McCONNELL
Allen, Cletus Bizzle, M. G. Wells Hastings, Mrs. Will Hastings,
(Too Late for Last Week)
(of Martin), Guy Harris, Thomas Mrs. Wayne Kilgore and
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Parrish Osteen, Robert Sandford, Dwight Kate Foy.
are visiting their daughter in
Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Roxie Joyner and
children of Dyersburg visited
friends here Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sandford
and son spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Caldwell and family of Woodland Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Goodjine
spent the weekend with relatives
in Franklin, Tenn.
Several from here attended the
Woodland Mills-South
Fulton
Write
2100
Basketball game at South Fulton
Friday night.
MMWWWWW
WWWWWWW
WWWWW
Mrs. Arthur H. Kaeppel, Jr.,
returned to her home in Chicago Sunday after spending sev1 eral days with her mother, Mrs.
L. T. Caldwell.
Mr. H. E. McCord is reported
to be quite ill at his home on the
Martin-Fulton
Highway.
His
many friends wish for him a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Bertis Lavister and Mrs.
B. Parham and son of Martin
spent Wednesday with Mrs. L. T.
Caldwell.
Climaxing the mid-week's social activities in this community
was the Pink and Blue shower
which was given Wednesday evarning from 7:30 to 9:30 by Mrs. L.
T. Caldwell in honor of her elder daughter, Mrs. Dwight Albert
Drumm of Oklahoma City, who
is now visiting her mother on
the Martin-Fulton Highway.
Fall flowers of vivid hues were
artistically arranged throughout
the house and in the living room.
The buffet style service table and
the shower umbrella presented an
unusually pretty picture. The
table was overlaid with a cloth
of baby blue edged with pink
and centered by two large angel
food cakes of white with pink
and blue and stork carrying baby'
motifs. Each side of the table was
decorated with pink and white
chrysanthemiums in white vases.
The shower umbrella, decorated
with pink and blue, had an infant
doll in it. Miss Ann Caldwell,
daughter of the hostess and sister of Mrs. Drumm, assisted in
receiving. She wore a smart
winter green suit with gold and
brown accessories and Mrs. Caldwell. the hostess, vrore black with

Fulton, Kentneky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED fREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDER* CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repahed

PECANS WANTED

Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carload.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
or Telephone CEntral

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton. Ky.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

if Mirkiteprke says
f#

Morton Downey

Listen to
N.B.C. every Tuesday,Thursday and Saturday Evenings

"I'
S

FRIGIDAIRE
ALL-PORCELAIN

Automatic
Washer
en art/ISM-24MM
Here's your opportunity to get
Frigidaire's fcrmous washer features at a New Low Price. Exclusive Live-Water action
produces rolling, penetrating
currents of hr.., sudsy water
that wash clothes clean, through
and through—no pulling or

and remember the familiar red cooler
is HOST TO THIRSTY MAIN STREET

the country over

yanking. Clothes ore to water
oil the time, not half-le,, halfout. And the sante Urve-Wator
action that wash,
s clothes
deaner, rinses them ?•••• ce, eclat
time in fresh, dean •sater_ See
a demonstration of live-Water
action.There'snothin&; a/5e like NI
11-••

SEE THESE OTHER FEATURES, TOC!

Take Advantage at this New Law Price While You Canl
C
IVTZ
Ask for it either way...both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

ClOke
"
"

0 1949, The Coem.C.Fas

CAFFR4F•T

• Clog-Proof %Voter '7np
• Unimatic Sealed Mechanism
• Live-Water Pulsator
• Amazing Saliect-O-Dief
• Automatic Temperature
Control
• Cleans itsett Autonomically

Graham Furniture Company
303 Walnut St.

SY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.

ROMEO UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

• All-porcelain inside and out
• Loads from the top
• Underwater Suds Distributor
• Put it anywhere, no bolting
down
• Usable flat top
• Leveling knobs for uneven
Roam
•

Fulton

Phone 185

umemmemeark-

17,
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The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
&MP

The Woman's Page
PHONE 026

LIZABETH WITTY Editor

Mary 144eal Jones Harold McRae
Are Wed In Beautiful Ceremony
In a strikingly beautiful setsting of. bridal white and green,
Miss Mali+ Neal Jones, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr.,
of Fulton, became the bride of
Harold McRae of Memphis, son
McRae of Tishomingo,
vat F.
Miss. The impressive double
ring ceremony was solemnized
at the First Methodist Church
in Fulton on Saturday afternoon,
tiloverriber the fifth at five o'clock
Nev. C. E. Hawkins, pastor of
the church officiated.

it

Preceding the exchanging of
the nuptial vows Mrs. H. N.
Strong, soprano sang the Cadman "At Dawning" and the
D'Hardelot "Because." Mrs. C.L.
Maddox, organist played the
'Cantilene Nuptiale,"
Dubois
and the "To An Evening Star"
from Tannheuser. Immediately
before the entrance of the wedding party, the wedding hymn
"0 Perfect Love" was played on
The traditional
the chimes.
"Lohengrin" and Mendelssohn

FULTON

&Strictly Personal

Claussner Nylons

If you want Nylons that are strictly personal, then you want Claussner Nylons.
They come in Tersonali4 Proportions
short, medium and long„ . . for smooth
trim beauty. You know that the stocking
that fits correctly means longer wear, too.
So strictly between us, come in and see
them.
15 Denier

Guild benediction, At
stood before the large with the
wedding inarches were used for ing line
the close of the meeting the hostwindow.
re
al
bay-piCtu
recession
and
the processional
served coca-colas. Mrs. J. A.
Assisting in receiving were ess
Deand a Nevin 'Nocturne" was
the regis- Poe will be hostess to the
at
Thomas
C.
H.
Mrs.
cerethe
played softly during
Betty Thomas, Louise cember meeting.
Misses
ter
mony.
I '
Roberson and Dorris Kirk, all of
The lovely young bride, who Memphis, who served in the AIRS. FREEMAN
FETES BRIDGE
was given in marriage by her dining room.
father, wore a stately formal
reception Mr. CLUB TUESDAY
the
Following
wedding gown of gardenia white and Mrs. McRae left for an exMrs. V. L. Freeman entertainslipper satin. The nslon tulle tended wedding trip after which ed the Tuesday afternopn bridge
decolletage portrait yoke was ap- they will be at home in Mem- club at her home on Third street.
pliqued to the princess bodice in phis.
Two guests, Mrs. Ann Whitnel
dainty scallops. Long sleeves butthe
Mrs. Nora Alexander of Lynfor
guests
and
town
of
Out
toned from the elbow to petal
includKy., were included in the
reception
don,
and
wedding
points over the hand. The prinof members.
GrisH.
tables
Royal
twu
Mrs.
and
ed—Mr.
cess style of the bddice snugged
F. K. McRae, Mrs. Kenneth
Following several progressions
the diminutive waist and gra- som,
of Tishomingo, Miss., of contract Mrs. Clanton Meachduated in width at . the hips McRae,
Dorothy McRae of Nash- am was awarded high club prize
where godets emerged between Miss
H. C. Thomas of
Whitnel guest high.
each gore developing into folds , ville, Mrs. Miss., Fred Schw- and Mrs.
e,
At the close of the games the
extending into the cathedral ! Clarksdal
Monticello, Ind., Mr. h-ostess served a lovely salad
train. The voluminous skirt was anke of
A. C. Polk of Monroe, course. Members playing were
posed over period hoops. The and Mrs.
and Mrs. Joe Moritz Mesdames, Meacham,
G.
A.
bridal veil of misty French illu-! La., Mr.
Moritz of St. Louis, Mr. Baldridge, L. O. Bradford, Abe
sion, triple tiered with finger /Ind Bill
Henry Scott of Glea- Jolley, L. O. Carter and Guy
tip cape, fell from a halo cap!'and Mrs.
Truett Jones, Mrs. T. Gingles.
of shirred illusion and pearliz- son, Mrs.
of Martin, Lee Brased orange blossoms. Her only I C. Tucker
Dresden, Miss Thelma
ornament was a dainty lavalliere field of
Mrs. H. W. Keis
of pearls centered with an Duke, Mr. and
Frances Thomaquarmarine. She also carried ' ker, Bob Haynes,
Betty
Roberson,
an heirloom handkerchief and a as, Louise
Donald!
gardenias, Thomas, Dorris Kirk,
of
bridal bouquet
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph.'
Fant,
stephanotis and white orchids.
MS-2571
Haynes, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. MarMrs. Aaron C. Polk of Monroe,
and Mrs. E. J. McRae,
Mr.
cherio,
Louisiana, sister of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Smith, Miss
Friday - Saturday
served as matron of honor, and
White, Mrs. P. M.
Jane
Martha
Nov. 11 - 12
Miss Dorothy McRae of Memphis,
White, Miss Elizabeth Wilson,
the groom's sister, was blidesand Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Ford of
B-I-G
maid. The attendants wore idenin Memphis.
dresses
designed
tically
DOUBLE HIT
American Beauty slipper satin. ANNIE ARMSTRONG
I/
Fred Schwanke of Monticello, CIRCLE HAS MEETING
Indiana, served the groom as best AND POT LUCK SUPPER
I/1J4/
man. The ushers were Dr. J. L.
J •tt1
The members of the Annie
Jones, Jr., the bride's brother,
PRESTON MIER
g Circle of the First
DEVINE
A. C. Polk of Monroe, Louisiana, Armstron
MR Mt• ANDY
met -Monday
Church
041,,ANON
William Moritz of St. Louis, and Baptist
P PAS/AMOUNT
POPUt•• 01.ANC,
the church for a pot
6.01./C.111 !WI( BY
W. L. Carter, brother-in-law, night at
cousin and uncle of the bride, luck supper.
Mrs. Helen Carlisle opened
P-I.- I'-s
respectively.
meeting with prayer and
the
Little Mary Eleanor Polk.
ovpresided
Rawls
Mrs. Mozelle
See MYSTERY of a LOST !SLANDI
niece of the bride, was a dainty er the business session at which
blue
flower girl dressed in pale
time various officers gave thtir
taffeta with a -ruffled bertha
reports.
and a diminutive hooped skirt.
Plans were made for ThanksFor her daughter's wedding
baskets to be given.
giving
Mrs. Jones chose a dinner dress
Bill Hogg was program
Mrs.
of royal blue sheer crepe featurand her subject was
chairman
ing a side draped skill. A diagonthe Answer for Moslem
''Christ,
al of rose and crystal beads
Sunday - Monday
Lands'' taken from Royal Servextended from the shoulder to ice. She was assisted by Mrs.
Nov. 13 - 14
the skirt drapery. She wore a Mary Datha Fortner.
small evening hat of black se
prayer
with
The meeting closed
quins and tulle and elbow by Mrs. Bertie Phillips.
'koSwe4the:44cegonednci"e
length white gloves• Her rorsa e
IECNNiCOUDE
was of gardenias.
CHRISTIAN GUILD
Following the ceremony, Dr. HOLDS MEETING WITH
and Mrs. Jones, Sr., entertained MRS. FRANK BEADLES
with a lovely reception at their
The Christian Guild of the
home. The reception rooms we.:•e
First Christian Church met Mondecorated with large bouquets ef
day night at 6:30 at the home of f
bridal white flowers. The receivMrs. Fiank Beadles for a pot
luck swipes,
A derectible supp4r was se?ved
huffet style from the pretty0 ap!pointed dining table centered
with an arrangement of P•all
flowers.
MOTOR REBUILDING?
The guests were seated at atractively appointed card tables
GENERAL REPAIRS?
Tuesday - Wednesday
carrying out the Thanksgiving
BATTERY SERVICE?
motif.
Nov. 15 - 16
MOTOR TUNE-UP?
Following the supper the regular monthly meeting was held
—Let—
with the president, Mrs. J. A.
Pot presiding. During the business'session plans were discuss- ed for the December project and
f!Cir the children's Christmas pardo it for you.
ty. ,
Paschall St. (Martin III-wfkY') - Miss lizabeth Witty was proFulton, Hy.
gram leader. She was assisted by
Phone 332-J
Mrs. Harry L. Bushart, who gave
an ompressive devotional and by
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. T.A.
JOURDAN
JONES HEFLIN
Satterfield, Mrs. Charles AnD.
Phillips.
F.
Mrs.
and
drews
who gave articles from the Worli! _Nedeene XtflW141*
Call.
MASON —
The meeting was dismissed
1.1
8

Sizes 8.11

#1 Gauge

1.50
Roberts Store
Fulton

422 Lake Street

"THE WASHER THAT
COULDN'T HAPPEN"
at a price you won't believe!

$17995

washes

$3.78 Gal.

AUTOMATIC WASHER

426 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 93

Childrens' Wear — Tots To Teens

Sun.,!
Mat. I1

FRI.-SAT.
SPECIAL

Nig ht

FY

Gene Autry
Blue Denim
Jeans and
Jackets.

CHARLES STA
and
SMILEY BUR!
in

HORSEMA
SIERRA

$3.98 SUIT
Exclusive features! Styled
by America's favorite cowvestern
boy! Authentic
Myles; genuine leather label stamped with Gene
Autry's name and his Flying "A" Ranch on every
garment! Sizes 2-12.

CAI
PLUS--11.11

SUNDA'
Bud

WERE S4.98 suit;
Fri.-Sat. Only:

A

THE BUDGET SHOP

WED]

PHONE 1360

204 LAKE STREET

HOOSIER HOT
THE TEXAS RA

THE ARKA
SWINC

-As

•

-

UNICO EXTRA TRACTION TIRES
Deep-cut buttons, pull you thru snow, sand or
mud without chains — forward or reverse. Buttons ore self-cleaning. Built for hard service
over the worst of
16
600
roods. Passenger ear
$13.20
and track sites.
t
;Pluirfed.

•

,

(Lois ol
MOTOR OIL
titon-corrodee, law carbon, itier coneenop
tkin—UNICO —Ior earitai sertica 1100.
der regular operating coaddierts—BUfar
REAU PREMIUM—Pregedue typo
errant MIMACII.
UNICO

OH

3-Piece Bedri

4-Plece Bed
ge parlor
$129.95,

BUREAU MELON

5 Gal. $3.80 5 Gal. $4.55
....g sit de n•iiedi

UNICO
Permanent

Worth ban out

Contains rud latintdor.

ith4,4 14%4 bos.

Mahogany AI

$295 Gal.

ANTI-FREEZE

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

.0101.1.
OUTHERN
TAT

l'hionc 399

Reg. $249.95

Sal

sia7

In Dresses
And Coats

STOOLS

99c

Sofa-Beds. w

Tapestry sof

Solid oak br

:It •
IVALLHJDE
.4,
,
*Au fur

Hard to fit? Can't seem to find your
size? Don't settle for less . .. come in
and let us show you our unusually large
9election of half-sizes by FOUR nationally-known different makers.

Kitchen cab

Table lamps

9x 12 Axmin

Dexter Was
COSTS LESS TO MAKE!

11 PAINTS

COSTS LESS TO BUY!

MUCH! COSTS SO LITTLE! SEE IT HERE!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

k

Repeal,

NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!

DOES SO

For Fine Liqu

HALF-SIZES

AK,
Not a Water
Paint—not a
Powder Paint-not a wartime
substitute—New
one-coat on base
Wanhide coVers
a n y surface—

•Trenderaeb glearanteedfer five'TareI

•

C
E(4g HOBSors

Metal Kitcf

WALLHIDE

Its secret is the utterly different Wondertub*
—the flexible tub made of magic metexaloy, that
arrolutionizes automatic washing, draining and
squeme-drying.
The Woadertub eliminates many expensive parts,
too! Makes the Economat the sirnplest, lowest price
automatic washer in the world,

Only $18.00 Down!
24 Months To Pay!

Truly
Washable
PITTSBURGH

announces the newest, simplest auto.leadix
matic washer at the world's lowest price!

ONILUDES NORMAL INSTALLATIONI

Mrs, Wal.ter Waif
is the guest of her
Tom Hales and fam

DO YOU NEED

WILSON'S GARAGE

Friday Noveml

Fulton, Ky.

14112 up to 26

Large hot-b1

ER LONGER!
.
, in today For FREE booklet
CO.
"Co!or Dynamics for Your Homo"

FULTON PAINT di
GLASS CO.
210 Church

Phone 909

1110841UA
312 Lake St.

Fulton

Fultor

208 Lak
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Mrs, Walter Willa of NIfiinphis street.
AMANDA DEWEESE AND
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. 'Mrs. Joe Beadles is improving JACK BERRY WED IN
Tom Hales and family on Carr after several weeks illness.
BEAUTIFULLY CEREMONY
In a beautiful ceremony of
FULTON, KENTUCKY
simplicity Miss Amanda Alice
Deweese, daughter of Mrs. Edward Owen Deweese and the late
Mr, Deweese became the bride of
Jack /Morris Berry, son of Mr.
THE HOUSE OF HITS !!
and Mrs.'Pail Berry of Elbridge,
Tenn.
The Adding was solemnized
Friday November 4 at 4':30 in the
Telepnone 22
afternoon with the Rev. E. R.
Ladd, pastor of the Woodlaiik
Sun., Mon., Tues. Always First Run in City!
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Mat. Mon., Tues., 2:30; Sun. 2:00 Cont.
of Paducah, performing the impressive double ring ceremony.
Night Shows, 7:00;
— Sat. 12:00 cont.
The nene of the nuptials was
the country home of the bride's
mother south of Fulton. An im(AI-S-1664i
provised altar before the living
room mantel was banked' with
FRIDAY - SATUBDAY
magnolia leaves and fern harming a gardenlike background for
DOUBLE FEATURE
stately floor baskets of white
CHARLES STARRETT
chrysanthemums and gleaming
and
tapers in branched candlebra enSMILEY BURNETTE
twined with greenery.
in
MiniDoris Fox of Obion, Tenn.
played "To An Evening Star,"
With
Wayner, while Mrs. Ruby Yates
and Mi Jane Davidson tghted
CHESTER MORRIS
the candles.
and
JUNE VINCENT
Miss Fox wore a model of
bronz taffeta with a corsage of
CARTOON—MICE WII.L PLAY
yellow button chrysanthemums.
PLUS--EtRICK BRADFORD NO. 13, SERIAL
Miss Davidson and Mrs. Yates
were both dressed in grey with
corsages. of pink carnations.
SUNDAY -.MONDAY - TUESDAY
Mendelssohn's Wedding march
Bud Abbott — Lou Costello
was played for the precessional
changing to the Bridal Chorus
from Lohengrin a.s the-bride entered.
•
The bride wore a beautiful
model of teal blue cleanese crepe
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
sweetheart
fashioned with a
DOUBLE FEATURE
neckline, bracelet length sleeves
and a softly draped skirt. She
HOOSIER HOT SHOTS
LON MeCALLISER
wore a rhinestone clip at the
TIIE TEXAS RANGERS
PEGGY ANN GARNER
neckline and carried a white BiPRESTON FOSTER
ble surmounted with an arrarci• inent of white roses and v.,-ey
lilies.
Mrs. Bill Higgs ot Union City
was matron of honor. She wore

ORPHEUM

1

THIS WEEK

TRAPPED BY
BOSTON BLACKIE

HORSEMAN OF
SIERRAS

AFRICA SCREAMS

THE ARKANSAS
SWING

THE BIG CAT

Fake 7

a navy blue suit with grey ac- of white roses and valley lilies. I
cessories and a corsage of red
Mrs. Berry is the head of the
rose buds.
Home Economics Department at
Paul Berry, the groom's father. the Obion High School.
served as best man.
Mr. Berry is employed by the
Mrs. Deweese, the
bride's Moorman /Manufacturing Commother, wore a model of black pany of Quincy, Ill.
crepe satin trim and a corsage of
Out of town guests were: Mrs.
white carnations.
E. R. Ladd of Paducah, Miss MilMrs. Berry, the groom's moth- dred Shanklin and Eugene Roder, wore a gown of sheer navy dy of Elbridge, Mr. and Mrs. Bill I
crepe with white -trim - and a Higgs, Mr. and Mrs.- Wilton Berwhite carnation corsage.
ry of Union City, Mrs. Maude
Following the ceremony a re- Berry, grandmother of the groom,
ception was held. The bride's Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berry, Mrs.
table was draped with a Queen W. J. Brown, Mrs. Carrie Hailing,
Anne!s lace cloth centered with Mrs. Herbert Morris, Miss Kay
a beautiful three tiered wedding Barron, Mrs. V. H. Mills, Mrs.
cake centered with a miniature Harold Jenkins, and Misses Peggy
bride and groom. Tall white tap- Kane, Joan Tankersley, Ina Mae
ers glowed on either side. Gift Cox, Naomi Revell, Rosemary
bouquets of roses, lighted tapers Beaird and Hilda Hailey all of
and other flowers were arranged Obion.
throughout the house. •
Miss Mildred Shanklin of Elbridge, dressed in a beige suit
and a corsage of red roses served
the wedding cake. Mrs. Higgs
presided at the punch bowl.
Following the teceptiOn the
ROBERT LEE. TIMMONS
couple left for a short wedding
Services were held last Friday
trip and upon their return they, at the Whitnel Funeral chappel
will be at the home of Mrs. W.J. for Robert Lee Timmons, local
Brown in Obion. For traveling carpenter for many years, who
the bride wore a brown suit with died Friday morning at the Fulbrown accessories and a corsage ton Hospital. The Rev. C. E.

DEATHS'

I

Hawkins, pastor of the First Mci
thodist church officiated. Mr.
Timmons was 65.
Mr. Timmons was born in
Graves county and had lived in
this section all of his life except for a few years residence
in Paducah. He was a Methodist.
He leaves a son, Norman Timmons of Chicago; two brothers,
Leonard Timmons of Indianaplis and.Willie Timmons of Mayfield, and two sisters, Miss Clara
Timmons and Mrs. Ethel Howard
of Mayfield.

Wig NM

B. p. THOMASON ,
Services were held at 3 Monday
afternoon at Rock Springs for B.
P. Thomason, retired carpenter,
who died Saturday afternoon at
5 at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. H. L. O'Rear in Ricevi.le.
Burial, under direction of WI itned Funeral Home ,was in the
church cemetery. He was 84.
Born in Georgia, Mr. Thon- 9son had lived in Fulton most -)f
his life. He was a carpenter a•-1
farmer until his retirement.
He leaves two sons, Jac':
Thomason of Akron, and Claud
Thomason of California, and two
daughters, Mrs. H. L. O'Rear,
with whom he made his home,
and Mrs. Mae Hogg of Muskegon,
Mich.

MRS. LUTE BARNES
Services were held Monday at
2 p. m. at the Bayou de Chein
Presby terian
Cumberland
Church, for Mrs. Lute Barnes,
who died at her home near Water Valley, Ky. Saturday after
seven years of illness. The Riv.
L. E. Moore, pastor of the chuMi,
officiated. Burial, under direction
Funeral
of Jackson Brothers
Home of Dukedom, Tenn., was in
Camp Benuregard Cemetery. She
was 61,
Mrs. Barnes as a member of
the Bayou de
ein Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. L. B. Newton and daughShe leaves her husband; two ter, Dorothy spent the weekend
sons, Rehab' Barnes of Detroit with her son, L. B. Newton, Jr.,
and Burnie Barnes of Water Val- and family in Jackson, Tenn.

RR/Min

*QL149LITY SHOP* /
302 main ST. f ULTOPI, KY.

qeel _L'ilze 4 Aliiliaot ..2ta&44
----4#td 2aah 94 Too!

. . . that give you that "well-dressed feeling!"
Tailored to exact specifications from quality
worsteds.'Sharkskin* nailheads, and gabardines
in both single and double-breasted.

(Lots of these low prices are on excellent Christmas items!)
3-Piece Bedroom Suite

$59.95

4-Piece maple Bedroom Suite

$45 to $59
. 'ail,

4-Piece Bedroom Suite. with
have polar bed, $109.75 to
$129.95.
Uabogany 45,.piece period suite,
Reg. $249.95
$179.95

•

•.

$129.95
s.
Sealy Mattresses, $4945
SPECIALLY PRICED at Ute.95
$24.95

Chifferobes

Saturday Specials
Metal Kitchen

Woven Bottom
Straight

STOOLS

(HAIRS

Platform

BASSINETTES ROCKERS

99c 99c 3.95 12.95
Sofa-Beds, with boltaflex arms
$49.95

2-Piece Sofa bed suites, velour
covering

$99.95

Tapestry sofa-bed suites $89.95
Solid oak breakfast suites $34.95
Kitchen cabinets
Table lamps, up from

$38.95
$2.95

2-Piece suites! frieze covering.
Reg. $179.95
$159.95
Monarch 66-gallon electric water
heaters
$109.95

9x12 Axminister rugs

$44.95

Innerspring mattresses

Dexter Washers

$99.95

7-way floor lamps

Large hot-blast heaters

$33.50

General Electric radios

$19.95
$8.95
$22.95

Fulton Hardware &Furniture Co
208 Lake Street

Fulton

Phone 1

•

ley: two daughters, Mrs. Jack
Coletharp of Fulton, and Miss
M'aggie Barnes of Detroit: two
Bee Pewit!. and Robert
Pewitt, hoth of Water Valley;
and four sisters, Mrs. Ora Neale,
Mrs.
hye Mabley and Mrs.
Ruth Riley all of Detroit. and
Mrs. May Young of Water Velly.

SUITS
INCIIME

.;

Gabardine Topcoats
... that are warm, comfortable and smart!
Fly front, slash pockets, set-in sleeves, centervent back in colors that give you a lift; blue,
brown, tan, grey, green. Regulars, longs, shorts.

$475()
Stetson Hats
. .. have a knack of adding to your
looks and giving you a feeling of
well-being! Bound edge with narrow barid, or wide band, in soft
light shades, medium shades and
dark, distinct shades.

- $7.50 $10 $12.50

Other Gabardine
Topcoats at $45 and
549.50

Friu
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76 New, and Renewals '
Subscriptions To
News Acknowledged
The NEWS acknowledges with
thanks new or renewal subscriptions irom the following, received (luring the past few days.
Mrs. Warren Gaer, DsMoines,
Iowa.
R. H. Carr, Wing°, KY.
J. R. Ilolland, Rt. 3, Fulton.
Hugh Rushton, Fulton.
Ky. Motor Co., Fulton.
The Keg, Fulton.
Ira Little Fulton.
Louise Killebrew, Fulton.
-Ward Bushart, Fulton.
Quick Ser. Ref. Co., Fulton.
P. C. Ford, Fulton.
Clyde Fields, Fulton.
Williams Hardware, Fulton.
A. Huddleston, Fulton.
Miss Emma Ruth Cavender„
Lexington.
Sam Jones, Fulton.
Henry Forrest, Memphis.
Mrs. J, F. McAlister, Joliet, Ill.
E. J. Stahr. Hickman.
Thelma IVIorris, Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Nicholas Kish, Tonawanda, N. Y.
Reed Bros.' Fulton.
G. E. Griffith, Dukedom
Water Valley Citizens Bank,
Water Valley.
IVIrs. Will French. Dukedom.
Mrs. W. B. Wardlow, Chicago.
Lecn Golden, Homewood, Ill.

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service
With the most modern equipment, the most efficient servicemen, and a large stock of
authorized parts, ve can and
DO give you BETTER radio
maintenance service.
Prompt attention!
PHONE 401

tITY ELECTRIC

f‘,1t.t clays betka.c it bcconie:: eftectIve. Tht ernergcli..‘ act was
filed with the Secretary of State
Wedne.41ay, October 26, and
advertisements on this regulation were carried in three papers
Since the filing with Secretary •of statewide circulation on Su.nof State George Glenn Hatcher day, October 30.
of an emergency regulation banFollowing the filing of the act
ning the use and carrying of under the emergency status, the
shotguns in the fields for the Assistant Attorney General made
periOd beginning midnight No- no further comment. ,
vember 5 to midnight November
The Division Director declared
19, the Division of Game and
the emergency regulation
Fish plans -to enforse this regu- that
to prevent out-ofnecessary
was
of
Director
Wallace,
Earl
lation,
season hunting of rabbits and
the Division, said today.
the opening of the
Previously, Assistant Attorney quail before
20 and afGeneral Owen Keller gave an season on November
of the squirrel season
opinion that the Game and Fish ter the end
He declared that
Commission and the Director of on November 5.
take to the fields
the Division lack authority to many hunters
and when actake such action, since ordinary during that period
officers
regulations must be filed and ad- costed by conservation hunting
are
vertised 60 days before the reg- declare that they
crows. He declarulation becomes effective. How- ground hogs or
ruse, many of
ever, Mr. Wallace points out that ed that, by this
escape punishhunters
early
the
emergency
an
is
regulation
this
and as such may be filed up until

Ready, set, scoot! Lassie is all
set for her show Friday at 7:30
p.m., EST over WLW-NBC.
With a wristwatch to help
her keep track of the time, the
world's most famous dog waits in Miss.
the driveway for her owner train.
Joe M. Hall, Fulton.
er Rudd Weatherwax, who Dar.
Joe McAlister, Fulton.
Show."
Lassie
"Tip".
rates
Kennett-Murray-Latta, Fulton.
Ben F. Moore, Crutchfield.
Claude D. Howell, Akron, O.
Mrs. J. T. Robey, Water Valley.
John Yates, Water Valley.
Paul Butts, Fulton.
Mrs. Leonard Dew, Water ValL. A. Pickle, Big Springs, Tex.
ley.
Landan Roberson, Fulton.
Mrs. Clara Brown, Detroit,
H. F. Taylor, Washington, D. C. ,
Fulton Block Co., Fulton.
Mrs. Alton Simpson, Martin.
Dr. J. A. Poe, Fulton.
Mrs. J. D. Davis, Fulton.
Elinor Luten, Louisville.
J. B. Lee, Fulton.
Mrs. Hillman Collier, Fulton.
Mrs. Carl Robey, Fulton.
Jack Snow. Lexington.
Mrs. Robert Koelling, Chicago.
R. O. Williams, Fulton.
Mrs. W. B. Rice, Union City.
Mrs. W. R. Craddock, Water
Valley,
Mrs. Ann McMinn, Fulton.
Mrs. L. N. Gifford, Falls
Church. Va.
Mrs. James McGregor, Port
Huron, Mich.
Dr. Sidney Dyer, Kuttawa, Ky.
C.A. Bloylock, Dukedom.
Miss Virginia Howard, Fulton.
Billy Blackstone, Fulton.
C. E. Johnson, Fulton
W. H. Taylor, Memphis.
Will McDade, Fulton.
Alomzo McClanahan, Roseville, Mich.
Mrs. Mattie Bernhard, Farmington, Mich.
Mrs. Charles Wilson, Water
Valley.
Mr. Walter Wright, Fulton.
Smith Brown, Water Valley.
W. B. Robey, Fulton.
Roberts Store; Fulton.
Forrester Shoe Shop, Fulton.
John M. Thompson, Fulton.
Mrs. T. B. Renfro, Fulton.
Charles Browder, Fulton.
Frances Hannon, Chicago.
Mrs. Lee Earle, Vicksburg,

SUPERB CHEESE FLAVOR OF
KRAFT GRATED

Ralph Breeden
Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,

Licensed Funeral Diseetor and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Aisoclation, las.

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY

Handle
Only

GIN

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Dependable,
Good Quality

"Buck Bushart"

Depot Street

fita• in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC NOWOli,

"It's wonderful! Too bad it's too rich
for my blood!"
do you know?

You find you can raise your standard
of car travel—step up to Buick levels
of style, comfort, handling, ride, power
—more easily than you think.

tvonderful valve-in -head straight-eight,
with all its standout looks and qualities,
is priced like a six! Actually lotver than
many.

You may even discover you can start
enjoying the velvety luxury of
Dynaflow Drive* right now instead of
waiting until this revolutionary new
principle spreads to others, as it's sure
to do!

something about it, will you?
Take a sharp pencil, see your Buick
dealer, replace guesses with facts—and
we think you'll see the light and place
that order 1

So do

MOptsortai at extra mt.

Have you got the actual delivered price
figures—including the equipment you
want — and matched them against
otliers? —

I
promise" to PARISIAN'S
No "lick and a
slowly
cleaned
is
washing! Your laundry
grime. This
get out all
and thoroughly to
. and your
.
.
tear
method saves wear and

MONdaY

That's why we keep pointing out—this

Have you gone to see this car—and
learn how very much there is in it?

SLOW WASHING METHOD
SAVES WEAR AND TEAR

Fulton
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But we still find people who look over
this new Buick SPECIAL, admire its
style, its room, its handy but impressive size, and say:

That's our point—How

Ann Whitnel
Licensed Funeral Director

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fields spent
Monday in Memphis.

We

PO
Sfteceed FLUFFY MACARONI PLUS

408 Eddings street

LIQUERS

us if we appear persistent on
ne point.

Ow Kraft Foods Company

drawing up the emergency
regulation the Commission and
Director declared that excessive
destruction of game during the
November 6-November 19 period
threatens the continued supply
of game. There is nothing in the
regulation that bars the use of
shotguns at tr4p or turkey shoots,
or the carrying of shotguns on
the public highways or the use
of the shotgun by a farmer in the
control of predators.

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

RUM

RDON

Another fine product of

piyiit and that they tointerl)
could be artested only when they
had either rabbits or quail in
their possession. Under the emergency regulation, the Director
declared, these violators will
have no escape methods, since
the use and carrying of shotguns
will be barred during the above
mentioned period.

D1

Have you worked out down payment,
trade-in, monthly installments? Have
you weighed this against the longer
period of years you'll be happier with
this Buick—and Buick's established
high level of resale values?

TEIVSTRIKEI
Owl,lissiek
SPECIAL has all
these

Features:

YRAEFA-AWAY SUE • MORE
ROOM FOR me
money • DYNAROW
STYLING • NONDRIVE ophonal
LOCKING BUMPER-GUARD
"Oro cart •
JET-UNE
GRILIES
•
COM SPRING4NG ALL
HIGH-PRESSURE ARMEE
AROUND •
STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE
LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON
•
SAFETY
-RIDE
RIMS • GREATER
SELF-LOCKING LUGGAGE WS
• STEADY-RIDING
vninury FORE AND AFE •
rogroucrunf onvE. THREE
SMART MODELS MTh
BOOT SY Rale

Some surprising things show up when
you do this.

clothes last longer!
When better automobiles are built BUICK win build them

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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DUKEDOM RT. 2

Isn't America
onderful Country!

Joyce T.:.ylor, Cor.
Mrs. Tennie House visited Mrs.
Emmett Finley' Monday of last
‘,v eek.
Arthur Lend Hicks was the
Wednesday n,i,ght guest of Bettie
Sue and Peggy Casey.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates call-ed to see Mrs. Ruth Weems at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House.
Mrs. J. J. McNatt and Mrs.
Bertha Rickman were guests of
Mrs. Addle 'Casey and family
Tuesday afternoon.
Wednesday night visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Williams and
Mrs. Ruth Weems.
Shirley Wiggins spent Thursday night with Bettie Sue and
Peggy Casey and attended the
play at Pilot Oak school.
Mr. and Mrs. George Golden
of Fulgham were the Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks and La Donna.
Tuesday visitors of Mrs. Earl
Wray were Mesdames, Tennie
House, Tye Finley and Ruth
Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor visited in the home of W. L. Rowland awhile Sunday afternoon.
Other visitors were: Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Goodjion of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
and son of Lone Oak, Mr. and
Mrs. James McClure, Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Rowland and family,
L. J. Williams of Paducah and
Mr. Gunter of California.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
have gone to Evansville, Ind.,
to spend the winter.
Miss Margaret Crawford spent
a few days last week with ;ler
daddy, Floyd Crawford and family.
Saturday afternoon guests of
Mrs. Tremon Rickman
were
Mesdames: Tennie House, Tye
Finley, Ruth Weems. Cassie Taylor.- Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNutt
and Joyce Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of
Murray visited her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Casey, Sunday.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. O. F. Taylor, Marion
and Joyce were Rev. and Mrs.
McMinn and Paul, Arthur Lene
Hicks and 4etty Sue Casey.
T. C. House is improving after a short illness last week.
Mrs. Hall Cooley. Lee and Billy Johnson called on Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Taylor and children Sunday night awhile.

All over the world today there are people teaching bitterness
and hate.
Here in America we have learned to live together in friendship.
For us here at A&P,it has been a wonderful and thrilling experience to get from those with whom we compete day after day
such astounding evidence of friendship and respect.
. The things that have happened since the anti-trust lawyers from
Washington brought suit to destroy A&P have amazed us.
Mule we sincerely believed that we had earned the friendship
of millions of consumers for whom we have provided better food
at lower prices, and the friendship of millions of farm families
for whom we have provided a better market for their produce,
we were not prepared for the avalanche of offers of support.

Mrs. Fred Khourie and little
son, Fred Wayne, of Cairo, Ill.,
are spending this week with her
mother, Mrs. Alex Khourie and
family.

the fine sportsmanship of many of our competitors all over the
country.
Can anyone believe that these competitors would rush to our
defense if, as the anti-trust lawyers allege, we had been trying
to put them out of business?
We and they have fought hard for business.
There are nearly 350,000 individual grocers competing with us.
They have a larger share of the nation's grocery business today
than they had ten years ago or twenty years ago.
Many of them do as good a job as we do, and they make it
plenty tough for us.
Now,day after day,these same competitors are letting us know
that they are in our corner.

But most of all, we have to confess that we had underestimated

Who
hollered
for
Uncle?
AlL.P?
Who wants him to break up

GROCERS?
COULD IT BE INDEPENDENT
America's indelikely. In ten years

Doesn't seem
tripled their business. In
pendent storekeepers almost
billion dollars worth of
5,"2
under
1938 they did just
independent storekeepers
the
year
Last
food business.
worth of food.
handled over 15 billion dollars
For many of
WHOLESALE GROCERS? Hardly. in
or supportengaged
indirectly
or
directly
them are
cooperative chain to
or
voluntary
of
form
ing some
match chain economies.
would be funny - except
THE EMPLOYEES? That
believe it. Actually, less than
probably
folks
some
that
paid
chain stores could have
25 years ago many food
the
light, wages, etc.- out of
all expenses rent, heat,
the
alone gets paid now. And
money a store manager
happy
ago would have been
store nuinager of 25 years
today.
to get whet a clerk gets
farmers. Certainly part
take
PRODUCERS? Well,
to the markets
attributed
be
must
of their prosperirr
big chains buy
The
them.
for
create
that big chains
canneries
a cannery. Those
the entire pack of many
would the farrner do
What
crops.
farmers'
pack the
were
crop if the food chains
with his highly perishable
buyers?
eliminated as big volume
Prartically
COMPETING CHAINS, MAYBE? No.
business had more sales last
grocery
the
in
chain
every
One chain that we know a
year than the year before.
year
food business 21e.". last
its
increased
about
lot
year.
first eight rnonths of this
and is up 19'e in the

AUSTIN SPRINGS
mrs. Carey Frields Cor.
Mrs. Ed Frields is recovering
from a cold.
Mrs. Sam Mdthis is improved
from some complication that arose several days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. La Verve Windsor
were in Fulton this past Wednesday afternoon.
Grover True has just finished
a redecorating job on his tenant
house, roof spraying, walls and
woodwork have all been redecorated.
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Ainley
have their new home near enough
finished to move in soon. It is
a modern structure with all the
conviences and gadgets. It is a
nice asset to the community t.00.
Union district number One is
to be congratulated on winning
first prize of Weakley County
Home Improvements and hats
off to the leaders who made
it possible.
No more energetic and staunch
citizens can
be
found
than
throughout this section of the
county and they are now reaping
awards for all efforts.
Mrs. Roy Vincent wa.s carried
to Jones Hospital this past week
where she underwent a major
operation. She is resting quite
well at this time.
Lone Oak school presented a
negro minstrel this past Friday
night to the publir, under the
leadership of Mr. Audrey Alderdice and Mrs. Hillman Westbrook. Some fine vocal selections
were on the program of which
both features were of local talent. Door receipts will be used
for benefit of the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Artell Vincent
attended the bedside of their
mother, Mrs. Roy Vincent at
Jones Hospital Tuesday.
Mrs. Eric Cunningham and
George Ed of Dresden spent the
weekend with parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frields.
Jim Mitchell is a patient in
the Haws Hospital in Fulton.
These past few days, with fair
weather prevailing, much corn
has been gathered, stored and
marketed and the crop is far better than expected, after the prolonged wet weather throughout
the entire year. The saving of
lespideza is a must on the program tor the farmers.
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goods.down; must!

BE THE PEOPLE!
THEN IT CERTAINLY MUST
chain stores, would
If the people hated food

fbir

Like fun.
dollars in them last year?
they have spent 91/2 billion
chains
and high standards of
Folks like the low prices
folks
chains are run, the better
- and the better the
like them.

We Need Help?
Does This Sound as Though existence 10 years

into
Thorofare Super Markets came replaced were doing
Thorofare
ago. The fOod chains
of business a year.
worth
about three million dollars
well enough to boost
Housewives liked our policies
million
90 stores to about 30
their purchases in our
dollars a year.
confidence. And we're going to
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good
as long as we stick to
that
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-average selections at rock-than
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brands and
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to think it's a good
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A COMPETITOR'S
OPINION
of
The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co.

We Agree
With A&P
Yes, we want our A&P competitors fa
stay in business on their present scale
because we know what it would mean
to the American people without them.
We are only one store and are striving to serve our community with good
food at low prices, but the A&P is a
nationwide organization serving the
American people •verywhere with
good food at low prices.
Destroying the A&P would mean eliminating competition nationally in the
food field which every poor man knows
consumes the major portion of his
salary.
We congratulate the A&P for a job
well done. Keep up the fight.
We welcome any fair competition
which helps us bring lower food prices
to the consumer.

The
the self-styled "trust
busters"
linesgovernment
recently made of
as a
stroy the result of a move headto deA&P.
Frankly, we
don't like it.
AO is
charged with
trol of SOME
having conof
processing endsthe production and
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ness. As a
the food
foods at lowresult, they can busioffer
prices.
So VYhat
And if
ness is monopoly of the food
busia laff. charged, that sure
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ing like ... at P.P.M. are
wildfire. Seems
growable to sell
better foods like we're
prices.
at better
Your
storesincreasing
is positive patronage of
no
proof that A&P our
monopoly on the
has
food
Let's get
business.
can horse down to good old
good job ofsense. A&P is Ameri•
doing a
serving
this
country. They're the people of
We are
no bogey
for
them 100%
men.
co
in this
ntroversy.
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PA.
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I Welcome
A&P Competitio

BROTHERS
GIANT SUPER MARKET
2222 St. Claude A
Nees °Hewn

BECAUSE

William F.

like myself, many hundreds of independent grocers got their start with the TEA COMPANY.
• • • • The great A&P is not detrimental to the progress
of the grocery business. On the contrary, A&P has always
been beneficial to any open-minded businessman who believes in FREE ENTERPRISE. Founded on the principle of
FAIR PLAY and FAIR PRICES, A&P developed from a
humble start to its present commanding position in the field
of retail merchandising.
•• • • My experience as a former employee of the TEA
COMPANY has served me well. I attribute my success to the
ideas and methods tried, tested and proven by the A&P
stores--at a great cost.
• • • • A&P upholds the rights and privileges of a good
worker. I know this from personal experience. A&P is ever
on the lookout to promote sincere and ambitious employees
to trustworthy and important positions and has never
crossed the efforts of any employee to enter into business
for himself. A&P helped me to start in business ...IS THAT
AN ACT OF A COMPANY MONOPOLIZING THE GROCERY
BUSINESS? NO!

ter•

PROVIDENCE PUBLIC
MARKETS
PROVIDENCE, RHODE
ISLAND

AY.
GrAAA"
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.,•••••
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welcome

SIMPSON'S SUPER MARKETS
765 Moreland Ave., S. E.--580 McDonough Blvd., S. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
•Mr. Simpson was named "Grocer of the Year for 1948" by the
National Retailer Owner Grocers' Association.
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This suit is another threat against our great
American system of free enterprise. The
A&P Co. has always been clean,above board
coinpetition and any successful independent
merchant,if he is honest, will admit that they
have taught him a great many things regarding merchandising, reducing overhead, better buying, etc., thus lowering food costs for
the great American Public.

Patti Simeon*

‘..re

h"
.

/

••• • During the depression of the thirties, A&P paid
higher wages than any other chain. A&P has striven to
keep up the standard of living in this country. I shudder to
think what would happen to its 110,000 employees if it was
forced out of business.

P,;atost,"

94:
41

The Anti-Trust Suit Against
The Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.

A&P taught me to serve the public BETTER—MORE
ECONOMICAL and MORE EFFICIENT, thanks to the
start given me by B. F. VINSON.

• •• • I am not afraid of A&P competition—I
it. It's democratic--it's the American Way.

Britton,
Pres.

•• • •

6+1'0.
010'r
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PITTSBURGH, PA.

All we can say is, thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
Isn't America A Wonderful Country!
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QUALITY
SINCE
1917

WATSEKA, ILLINOIS

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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MissisSippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
Well, 1 thank the Lord Jesus
that I'm so much better this
week than I was last week. My
health is fine I am only feeling
my age. I made my way to the
Travels Rest M.B.C. Church pastored by the Rev. W. B. Barns.
His subject was "The Endurance
of God." He preached a good
sermon.
Sister Missouri Taylor sung a
a solo title "Alright Now." She
sung until I got happy. When
she was singing I thought about
David. You know singing is the
chief worship of God but let me
tell you all one thing it is pray- '
er time.
I am trying hard to get through
picking before the weather gets
too unfavorable but any way the
Lord do is alright. I was proud of '
the birthday present that I re- ,
ceived from the Westpheling
family. I thank you all so much.
Well, aside from that now a
few words about the Lord Jesus
Christ. He never intended for no j
one race or nation to be ruler of
all others. God wants us to love
each other make no difference
bout the color. He said, "Love."
This world is in a bad condi- i
tion and the only thing to bring .
it out alright is earnest prayer. I
My brother whom I had not seen ,
in 45 years he was to see me in
1948 the second Saturday in No- !
vernber. He stayed two nights !
with me and I ain't seen him
since but the Lord is in the plan.
So here is another poem.
Mother
The dearest home that I know,
Is the home where I was born;
Where mother hugged me to
her breast,
And taught me right from wrong.
With reverent hands she rocked
my cradle,
It never grew too dark or cold;
Out of all the things God
made on earth,
He never made a dearer soul. !
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Mortals and Immortals" is
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
the world on Sunday, November
13, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "They
which are the children of the
flesh, these are not the children
of God." (Rom. 9:8).
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"The Spirit itself beareth witness
with our spirit, that we are the
children of God. (Rom. 8:16).
Mr. and Mrs. Norrnan "--nmons
have returned to their h ,rne in
Chicago after attending the funeral of his father, Lee Timmons.

Loss of
Hearing
RobYou
of Success and
Happiness?
Itiore's ors. bops tor che hard of hese.
its Monsen& bant disonvered thin
hearing and restores 'brio so
•
aortae! business sod social life ...
helps them bear clearly again witboas
strain. Tbe tine one-unit Beltone as so
••• so wear. No separate b•ttery
No dattigling battery wir' es.
for poynts and clarity.

No Button
in the Ear
aids your deafness with the
Phantorookl.
OCT/
Peotge won't notice T..
wear • hearing mid. M•Il
coupon today !tor FREE
booklet that tells all the
amazing facts.

MONO-EAC
One-lfait Hondas Akl

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration.
NO COST - NO OBLIGATION

O. A. Roland
2031 Jefferson
Phone 4946
Paducah, Ky.

I

MAIL COUPON

1
Beltone Hearing Service
Brix 727. Paducah, Ky.
Please send me valuable FREE BookIct
shout DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
OVERCOME IT.
Namt

f
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NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH STR

OUR WAREHOUSE IS A MESS
you can
We jammed so much in it when we moved that
us that
hardly gei through the aisles, in fact the boys tell
far walls
they can't get to some of the things back against the
until we sell over to it.
to
We are throwing it open to the public this weekend
it
move out as much of the goods as we can, to whoever needs
want
and wants it. If you should happen to spot something you
to take
over on the far side, the chances are that we'll have
your order and deliver it when we can get over to it.

are there, so COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND Through
the crowded aisles. Most of these items are not replaceable at
our asking price, but we are CLEANING UP.
BUY FOR YOUR HOME!

BUY FOR CHRISTMAS!

LAY-AWAY IF YOU WISH!

$6.95

Metal utility cans, with lid; 15-inches deep;
69c
Regular $1.25

§-piece breakfast sets, porcelain-top pull-out
$29.95
Table; Regular $59.95

Oval gilt-frame mirror, 18x22;
Regular Price $13.95

$7.49

Metal bread boxes; Reg. $2.95

$1.95

6 and 9-foot widths in Armstrong and Gold
69c
seal linoleum; Reg. $1 sq. yd.

Oblong frameless mirror, beveled edge
$4.95
18x26; Regular $7.95

Metal kitchen-size vegetable bins;
Regular $2.25

$1.25

Mahogany decorated-frame mirror, 16x24;
$9.95
Regular $18.95

Odds and ends in throw rugs; felts, shags.
4 Price
1
/
weave, novelties

Roll-away bed. frame and rollers; 3-4 size;
$9.95
Regular $12.95

Large gift-frame mirror, 22x28;
Regular $12.95

$6.95

Walnut finish dining room gateleg table;
_ $24-50
Regular $34.50

Large gilt-frame mirror; 24x36;
Regular $16.50

$8.95

5-piece breakfast sets, enameled oak; red seat
$29.95
chairs; Reg. 59.95

28-inch circle frameless mirror; beveled edge;
$6.95
Regular $12.95
36-inch circle frameless mirror, beveled edge:
$9.95
Regular $17.95
Universal electric blanket; reg. $39.95 $29.95

18-inch metal kitchen base cabinets, (dam$7.95
aged); red plastic top; Reg. $14.95
Large round metal smoking stands
Regular $8.95

$2.50

Aluminum sink-type dish pans reg. $1.50 99c

5-piece breakfast sets. all wood;
Regular $29.95

$19.95

Wearever and Ecko 4-qt. pressure cookers;
$5.95
Regular $12.95
Wicker clothes hampers, 30-inches high:
49c
Regular $1.25
2-foot wide linol/
Remnants in Congowall 41
30c
eum; Reg. 55c running foot

ODDS AND ENDS in large and
$100
small framed pictures, values
from $3.95 to $7.95;
Your Choice While They Last ...

Cosco heavy-duty 5-ft. metal utility ladciers:
$5.95
Regular $10.95
Cosco heavy-duty 6-foot metal utility ladders;
$6.95
Regular $12.95
8-piece Walnut finish dining room suite (6
chairs, table, buffet) Originally Priced
Now Only $69.50
At $169.50

3-piece walnut finish bedroom suite,spool bed;
$69.95
Regular $129.95

Armstrong inlaid linoleum, 6 feet wide;
$1.50
Regular $2.50 sq. yd.

Jenny Lind full-size beds; Reg. $24.95 $17.95

Metal lard cans, 50-lbs size, with lid
Regular 65c .

$2.95

Studio couch, blue tapestry, new but soiled;
539.95
Regular $84.50

Wood chifferobes, double docms. hat rack.
$24.95
4 drawers; Reg. $49.95

3-4 Size Franklin innersprMg mattress;
$29.50
Regular $39.50

Wood chifferobes, single door, hat rack,
$17.95
4 drawers; Reg. $32.50

Single door "easy-do's'" (cardboard clothes
$4.50
closets); Regular $8.50

2-piece wine velour living room suite, never
$99.95
out of crate; Reg. $139.95

gifts);
Solid cedar chests (finiChristmas
$24.50
Regular $39.50

Wood ironing boards. with pad:
Regular $4.95

Radios, Heaters, Toastexs
etc.

24-Hour Service
In Today - Out Tomorrow
We have a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery

1

READ THIS ENTIRE LIST . . IT CONTAINS SOME
TERRIFIC BARGAINS. This is all NEW merchandise, except
where indicated. We have just listed a few of the things that

Large gilt-frame mirror, reg. $12.95

We Repair

1

FREE BOOK

Fulton. Ky.

White enamel kitchen cabinet (used); good
$19.95
condition; sold new for $59.50

Does

1
I

FULTON ELECTR!CLow8mt. FURNITURE CO.

49c
S1.00

Metal coal scuttles: size 15,
Size 17

$1.25

S1.35

Mse 18

Brass washboards, Reg. $1.25

99c

Glass washboards, Reg. $1.00

79c

Slat-bottom chairs; Reg. $2.59

ea. $1.00

This Week's HitTarade
1. That Lucky Old Sun
2. You're Breaking My Heart
3. Slipping Around
4. Don't Cry Joe
5. I Can Dream, Can't I.
6. Someday
7. Jealous Heart
8. Room Full of Roses
9. A Dreamer's Holiday
10. Maybe It's Because

New Records Arriving Daily!
Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!
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Steel Toe Safety Shoes
Forrester's Shoe Shop
204 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

In Which Group Are You?
All men belong to one of these groups:
GROUP I

GROUP II

Those wanting financial
security but who keep putting off doing anything
about it.

Those who no longer need
to worry. They are protected by ample life insurance.

To Join Group 11. do as 425,000 Woodmerr are doing ...
bulld future security for yourself and your loved ones
by making monthly. quarterly, semi-annual or annual
perynients on scrfe. sound. legal reserve Woodmen We
insurance protection. Enloy. too. the -plus- benefits of
Woodcrafrs fraternal and social activities.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
Life Insurance Society

nd Gold
69c

OMAHA. NEBRASKA

shags.
i/z Price

Dennis L. Burkett
RI PRESENTATIVE
501 West State Line

, ladders:
$5.95

r ladders:
$6.95

uite (6
ed
ly $69.50

Fulton, 14,.

KING-O-HEAT
Coal Heaters
Circulators or Regular Type
Now On Hand and
Available For
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•••••••• r•••• lta••••

WO.

•••••

ide:
$1.50
":17:7,="

—

11.

49c

Two SiZeS
Availatde:

60-LB.

$1.00

and
zr=.

100-LB.

$1.35

Capacity
99c
79c

EXCHANGE FURNITURE (0
2,07 ('hurch Street

"—Phone TS

ea. $1.00

de

ELIZABETH WITTY

Editor

WEDNESDAY CLUB
ENTERTAINED BY
MRS. COPELAND
The members of the Wednesday
afternoon
bridge
club
and three guests, Mrs. Dudley
Meacham, Mrs. R. C. Joyner and
Mrs. Fred Gibson were entertained by Mrs. B. O. Copeland at
her home on West State Line.
Mrs. A. B. Roberts was high
scorer for the members and
Mrs. Joyner for the guests.
A delectable sandwich plate
and coca colas were served at
the conclusion of the games.
Members playing were: Mrs.
Roberts, Mrs. Don Hill, Mrs.
Robert Graham and Mrs. Rupert
Stilley.

PHONE
'
926

games ot contract Mrs. Thomas
Malian was high scorer, Miss Ann
Godfrey second and Miss Andy
DeMyer won the bridge bingo.
A lovely salad plate and coca
colas were served to: Mrs. Mahan, Miss Godfrey, Miss DeMyer,
Mrs. Jean Poe, Mrs. J. L. Jones,
Jr., Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Parks
Weaks„ Mrs. Joe Treas, Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr., Mrs. Stanley Jones and
Mrs. Clyde Hill.
SUNDAY DINNER
GUESTS OF
EDWARDS FAMILY

Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Edwards, 313 College street were Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Jones of Dyersburg, Mr.
MRS. OMAR
and Mrs. Bill Pierce of Newbern,
HOSTESS TO
Mr. and Mrs. George Feist of PaBRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Morgan Omar entertained ducah, Mr. and Mrs. William
the members of her bridge club
Thursday evening at her home
on Park avenue.
HOT
At the conclusion of a series of

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Boone have
returned to their home in Nashville after a visit to his brother, Earl Boone and Mrs. Boone
on Maple avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Powell of
Memphis spent the week end!
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Evans on Eddings street.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
spent Sunday with relatives in
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton and
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Mount v.,-re
Sunday guests of friends in
Humboldt, Tenn.
Mrs. E. Rube has returned
from Campbell's Clinic' in Memphis where she was a patient..
Mrs. Hattie Bennett spent Sunday with her daughter, Betty
Boyd Bennett in Memphis.
Mr. an Mrs. Billy Valentine
and children of Greenville, Ky.,
were weekend guests of relatives
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb
and daughter, Marcia and Mr.
and Mrs. James Gay of Mayfield
were Suriday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Shelby Roberts on Cleveland avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shields
and children, Dorothea and Melinda of Paducah visited friends
in Fulton Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Phillips and
son. Tommy spent the weekend
with friend-5 in Sheffield, Ala.
Mrs. Eston Daws of Memphis
spent the weekend with her sister. Mrs. Sam Campbell on Edd]ngs street.
Mrs. Ida Pegram and
Mrs.
John Thompson have returned
from a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Abe Thompson in Paducah and
while there they attended the
Owen-Katterjohn wedding.
Mrs. Hendon Wright,
Mrs.
Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Horton
Baird and Mrs. Lawrence Hol. land spent Wednesday in Paducah shopping and also attended
the Community Concert that
night in Mayfield.
Mrs. Joe Cochran who
has
been a patient for several weeks
in Haws Hospital has been dismissed and is doing nicely.
Mrs. Freeland Johnson has returned to her work at the National Store after several days
illness of flu.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel, Mrs. Clanton Meacham, Mrs. L. O. Bradford, Mrs. J. C. Scruggs, Miss
Mayme Bennett, Dudley and Bill
Morris attended the Owen-Katterjohn wedding .Thursday night
in Paducah.

SEE THE FOLKS Thel FALL...
IT'S

e

LILY B. ALLEN
COMPLIMENTS
THURSDAY CLUB
Miss Lily B. Allen entertained
the Thursday evening bridge
club at her home.
Games of contract were enjoyed during the evening. At the
close of the games Mrs. Ardell
Sams received high score prize
and Miss Mary Anderson won
the bridge bingo prize.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess.

AND YOU'LL FIND

GREYHOUND
REST, MOST ECONOMICAL, FOR EVERT'
KIND OF TRIP THIS PLEASANT
FALL SEASON!

0
14-11'
ler

YOH tripl

PIT

HUNTING, FISHING
IN FULL SWING
Greyhound goes where
the sport it bestl

Bar B-0

W YOU LIKE
PUN, RSTIVALS
The harvest season is
gay and colorful!.

CONEY ISLAND

HOT DOGS

NOD
ti:P1

WITH CHILI

Hamburgers
Home-Made Chili
Large parking lot
Curb service
Opposite O. K. Laundry

HAVE FUN IN
THE BIG CITY
Save TOr• to spend
there—by Greyhoundl
• FOR BUSINESS
TO01
Save time to big cities
—points in between!
4 iv megf TRAM

• If there's someone or some place you've pur
off visiting ... something exciting you've long
wanted to do—now's the time to go--by Gre:bound! You'll enjoy the crisp invigoratingweather ... more hotel rooms are available
now ... and you'll ride relaxed and comfortalsle
every mile of the way!
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11.20
.....
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(U S. Tax Extra

UNION BUS STATION
4th and earr

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
Open till 11: p.m.

avid

Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs,
Milton Exum were Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Hahn and Jerry Bessinger
of Bardstown, Ky.
They came by plane to the
Union City airport and was met
by Mr. Exum. Mrs. Hahn and
Mrs. Exum wefe roommates at
Asbury College, Willmore, Ky.

Phone 44

RAY HUNTER, Owner

CS,•

LOAD AFTER LOAD FORD TRUCKS COST LESS

Goo ComPAtiloti,
This companionable, 93 proof
whiskey with its rich. smootb-assilk Kentucky taste has occupied
a welcome place at festive
Thanksgiving boards for 80
years. Introduce yourself,todcryl

You save from start to finish with
Ford Bonus Built Trucks. You save
on an initial investment which can
be spread over more years because
Ford Trucks last longer.

You save time. Ford gives you
power for fast delivery. 5 great
truck engines, a "6" and two "8's"
—the only "8's" in trucking—give
you power to spare.

'You save on running expenses.
Features like Ford's Loadomatic
ignition save *as. 4-ring pistons
save oil. Engine-top setting of
accessories saves on repairs.

And you save when it's time to
trade. You can expect higher tradein allowances on Ford—the truck
that lasts longer. Come in and see
how good a deal you can make.

Theyir Bonus &gel
70" qv lb 145Horsvowerf
*Over /50 Alodels/
XI" 7rvo New 8/:9 Vast
Ft"Son Dollar Cat/

'BONUS, "Seeseddee gismo is «Wee le volior Is under strictly dare.—WeSehw

vseeiseFORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER

liday
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r Con-

Henry Edwards and twin daughI ters, Becky and Kathy, and Mr._
and Mrs. Sam Harper and son,
Sam III all of Clinton.
.
SUNDAY GUESTS OF
MR. AND MRS. EXUM

Why Be Robbed? The Woman s Page
Matter and lly-Test
Brands; Nail or Welt
Construction. Sizes 6-12:

pull-out
529.95

Kentuckit
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data ea 6,106,000 triseks,

lwarraace exports peewit Feed inHAL.
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"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

_.-Y WHISKEY
—A BLEND

11 Ai.
?.

NATIONAL DliTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS 1

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 42

Fri(1:ty, November 11, 1949

The Fulton County News. Fulton, Kentucky

CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—hIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
/
2c
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
per word.

Depend upon
this famous label

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in willt the money.
All classified'ads are cash in
advance.

FRUITof-theLOOM'S

SECOND HAND clothes; assortline; bargains. Bruce
ed
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Fulton.

SIZES
12 to 20

4e-eatekt

ATTENTION Farmers and Lumberman. We are now in the
market for several thousand
all white Split Hickory Handle
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
inches long by 2 inches square.
See us now for grades and
prices. Will also buy all white
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clinton Hickory Handle Blank Div.
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co.,
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
Leo Wheatley, manager.

$2.98

Dark toned
percale
with rows
of white
bias trim

I SHARPEN. DISC .bladeS, mow
er blades, any kind of edged
tools; •Repair clocks, sewing
machines, lawn mowers, gas
motors, guns of any kind and
numerous other things.
Leonard Holland. Located rear
of Laird-Gossum welding shop,
Fulton.

I Robert Holland Named
Delegate TASC Meet
Robert Holland of Route .3,
Fulton, will represent the local
area when the Southern States
Cooperative holds its 26th annual meeting in Richmond, Va.,
on November 17
7ana 18.

AUTO GLASS installed while
The presentation of the annual
you wait. Satisfaction guaran- report by General Manager 0.E.
Glass
and
Paint
Fulton
teed.
Zacharias and an address by the
Co. Phone 909.
Hon. Harold D. Cooley of North
BROTHER, if you want a hat, Carolina, chairman of the House
go to a haberdasher; if you Agricultural Committee, will be
want beans, go to a beanery; highlights of the' meeting.
but if you want a MILK COW,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Exum
see me. S. S. BROWN, c-o Fuland son, Glenn were Sunday
ton Pure Milk Company.
guests of relatives in Jackson,
BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PI- Tenn.
ANO. Why buy an unknown
Mrs. W. E. Flippo is improving
make, second hand piano from
an unknown party, when Ken- at her home on Green street.
tucky's greatest music store of- Mrs. Flippo fell several weeks
fers you a new, standard brand ago and injured her hip.
service, and
free
piano,
David Holloway, Jr., and ,BobShackleton's guarantee all for by Cheatham
have
returned
the same price? SPECIAL, from Miami and other
points of
from now until Christmas, or interest in Florida.
as long as they last, we are offering to the readers of this
reliable
the
advertisement
Standard Brand New Cable
Spinet Piano, for only $595.00
—See—
oa terms less than rent, $4.00
(reversing T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone
weekly.
charges for full information) Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.
or write us for illustrated catalog at once. The quantity of
pianos is limited. Shackleton
Piano Company, 621 South
Veterinary Service
Fouitth Street Louisville; 2,
Kentucky.
Day or Night

FHA LOANS

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.9'3
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
SECOND HAND clothes: 50 wool
Fulton, Ky.
skirts for 25c, shoes from 10c
WE REPAIR: rebuild or make
to $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c
any kind of woodwork; frames
to $1.00. Bruce Second Hand
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
Store. Lake St. Extention, FulBruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
ton.
street extension, Fulton.
AVAILABLE: Crawler Tractor
WANTED: Country hams. Curwith power takeoff, for pullpaid.
market prices
rent
ing combines, or corn pickers.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
Paris Campbell, Phone 898,
Fulton, Ky.
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds,
wheel chairs, WALKERS for
rent. Geo. Backer, Paducah, Ky. DRY CLEANING at its best. You
have tried the rest. Now try
the best. Curb Service. Free
parking.
SOUTH FULTON
CLEANERS. Phone 1633. Leon
Hutchens — John Clayton—
Johnny Holland.

We Want To Buy Your:
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN
HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!

422 Lake Street

Fulton

"
C
mI
leY
T 61PROPERTY
FARM AND
LLST OR BUY WITH US!

SEED WHEAT, BALBOA RYE, WINTER
TURF OATS; ALL KINDS OF SEEDS FOR
FALL SOWING.
We Sell Surge Milkers
Installed and in Operation in Three Hours

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA,ETC.
iTe hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

Phone 807-R

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!
51 GAUGE 15 DENIER

Ate

EARLE HOTEL
$5, Per Week
Phone 55

eawl,t414011
foraged" 11.415
Yes, you're seeing rightNumming Bird
nylons — the same precious sheers you've
considered Sunday-best, at a price so fantastically low you can now afford them for
everyday, to wear everywhere!
Every pair first quality — lovely, gossamer,
perfect-fitting and long-wearing. Buy half a
dozen pairs in colors that are new, exciting,
right for Fall costumes.
HUGE FREEZEK LOCKER
Stores 50 lbs. of frozen food; four instant-release ice trays.

Yes, Fall Colors!
• Copperlite
•Brown Shadow
•
Fall Taupe
• Wine Haze
• Mist
• Fashion Ileige
•Dark Fancy

TWIN CRISPERS
Provide separate storage for 18.4 guts.
fruit and vegetables.
VAST SHELF AREA
17.2 sq. ft. of rigid, plated steel shelves
conveniently arranged.

214.95

To
$299.95
Up

New 1950
fry,
Everything you've ever dreamed of in a refrigerater—and More! It's big—full 3.4 cui,
feet. It's convenient—features with a function,
even a built-in bottle-opener! It's economical—
famous Tight-Wad unit:—quiet, never needs
oiling. It's Model H-84—ont. of the new 1950
International Ihrvester Re!,H:terators. Come

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER

and see it.

welalways matte
Lovely hose
now and
right
stop
come gifts, so
then come
list . .
your
check
while our
all you need
buy
and
complete!
in
colors are
sizes and
..............................

PERFECT 51-GAUGE NYLONS
You'll love the sheer beauty of these 51-gauge, I5-denier
perfect quality nylons. Full fashioned with scientifically
ti in
treated top and toe—for longer wear! Choice
.? 1.17
of all colors in sizes 81! to 101'2

Take your choice of perfect quality 45-gauge, 15-denier
or irrekular 51-gauge, 15-denier hose at one loiy price!
si AA
Durable, practical and snag-resistant. Assorted
I ▪ UV
1
2 to 101/2
Fall and winter shades. Sizes 8/

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
;',14 Walnut Street

......................
HOSE
BUY NYLON Gifts
Christmas
For

PERFEC'rAND IRREGULAR NYLONS

Pellt
Ful ton

Phone 16

If you see the folks
News office with mist
eyes this w6ek-end, and tl
and the next it belongs
The staff is losing a man v
been Old Reliable since v
over the News more than t
one-half years ago. That
A. J. Damron, whose presi
the linotype maohine whe
were darkest gave us the c
to tackle any job connecte
the publishing of our'
little newspaper.

A. J. is going to work in
phis. After, what we know
have been some very d
deliberating bn his part, I
us that he had been °Di
most lucrative position, MI
felt, and we do too, that he
not turn down. Somehow ;
difficulties we have evei
nessed in the shop seem a
insignificant compared t
empty space he will leave
lives and 'hearts.

At the News we don't se
look upon the folks who h
get out this paper as empl
They are a very integral r
our very own dear lama}
their departure to better
puts us very much in the pi
of parents, whose children
finished one phase of their
and are ready for the nex
knew that someday A. J.,
ability in any shop is uneq;
would be ready for bigger
The thing that concerns
that we feel there is no fie
large or too difficult for A..
we believe that barring the
capable men in our shop,
one of the most dependabl
most agreeable, the most ca
man we have seen in our r
twenty years of newspaper

We've got a linotype ma
that is ageless. Historians
Eir• to the year of its make.
diere were times when
firmities of its years would
up, mostly c4hen A. J. need
get speed. With Eph Dawes
side. and even before then,
would almost coo at the
strosity to make it work. 1
times it did, and sometim
didn't, but if it ever unn
his nerves, we never kne‘

LOOK••••

BIG MEAT TRAY
Acid -resisting, porcelain enamel meat
tray holds 10.8 pounds.

7
1e-eted Ple:41

We can sweeten it with molasses.

REAL ESTATE and
Full circular skirt. Buttoned under arm placket.
In gem-clear tones of navy, green, grey.
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

Roberts Store

Volume Eighteen

WE DO GRINDING AND MIXING
and we fix it like you want it!

CHAS. W. BURROW

Office Over City National Bank

The Preferrel
Reading In Mo
Ken-Tenn Hon

Imperfect

NYLONS

79c
The reason for this extremely
low price is that these hose
didn't quite reach the specifications of the manufacturer
to be called "perfect." Beautifully yoven of utility sheer
nylon . . . they're grand for
all occasions. New Fall shades
in sizes 8% to 10%.
Rik

nanomatStores
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Many are the things du
could tell you about A. J.
fellow worker and a good fi
but he might not set it, if wi
So, instead, we'll just say
if ever a sincere farewell
given a man from the folks
admired him most, then wi
saying all the luck in the I
to you, with the wish that
hopes and your dreams wi
come true. If the confidenc
have in A. J. is rewarded
know that someday in the Tic
distant future we'll say:
"We
knew
the Seri
when

Hail, Hail, the gang's all 1
Fourteen pages this week in
sections, crammed full of
news, correspondents, real
and ever-popular Patricia
tane, the "sees-all-know-all.
all" Walkie-Talkie, full
coverage from the Siegel fa(
and Fulton Hi, and the Ro
house Roundup . .. and we
you'll take time to sit dowr
a couple hours' reading and
joy it all.
Look over the advertising,
... you'll find lots of news, E
ials and announcements of
terest.

The News is now on sale
weekend at the following pl
in Fulton, for the convenienc
persons wishing extra col
Smith's Cafe, Wick's, E,
Drug Store and the Bulldog

South Fulton Student
Honored In Who's WI

Five students from South :
ton High School were named
the National Register of W
Who in American High Schc
They are: Joan Smith, Jo
Cochran, Hubert Eudy,
Vowell and Naricy Jones.
The National Register is a C,
pilation of America's outsta
ing high school students based
scholarship, leadership, initat
cooperativeness and worthwl
contribution to the school.

